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VIOLENCE AND RADICAL BLAE K MILITANCY

Violence is the ultimate weapon, the last recourse when

everything else has failed. It is always deplorable, often

not necessary, but justifiable in relation to the resistance

of that which is opposed. /There are two forms of group

violence -- symptomatic and deliberate. Riots are an example

of symptomatic violence. Warfare is planned violence. The

objectives of symptomatic violence are more often than not

unclear and immediate. The objectives of warfare, on the

other hand, can be clearly rationalized in most cases.

In dealing with group violence in the United States,

we wi1be concerned with symptomatic violence -- i.e. that

violence which reflects the conditions within our society.

The Kerner Commission Report, however, has studied this in

detail and we idl1 rely heavily on its findings.

There is at this time a steady increase in deliberate

violence. It does, in fact, seem to be replacing the spon-

taneous, disorganized, dramatic and costly outbreaks that

have occurred in the past five years. It seems mo.and-mre

as though this period has been no more than a bridge between

the "non-violent" vieil rights movement of the 1950's and early

1960 s and an impending era of tactical maneuvers both violent

and non-violent aimed at bringing about the drastic changes

in our political, economic and social systems which are

deemed necessary in order to obliterate the poverty and

prejudice which separate our people.
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It might be said~ that the civil rights movement is

II

coming of age. Thac~itolonger is it a floundering step-
child of the Federal government, uhite liberals and educated,'<-

blacks. An ideology is taking form -based on the American

philosophy of freedom, equality and fair play - and it is

taking hold. Although it frequently quotes Mao Tse Tung,

Fidel Castro, Gahdhi, and negro "radicals" such as Stokely

Carmichael, Rap Brw, Huey Newton and Eldridge Cleaver,

it is fundamentally American and based on the textbook patriotism

and philosophy taught in every public school in this country.

The imagination of the negro masses is being fired.

Confidence and individual dignity are on the rise, not because

of $100 million in federal grants or fancy rhetoric, but

because there is increasing unity in purpose and increasing

courage to demand as a people and as individuals what

"whitey" has taken for granted for centuries. No longer

are the young willing to be emasculated by a white society

insisting that they conform to an image dictated by it.

The young black militants are taking America, seriously

that s -why milit ant .

Ci
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~They look at the Declaration;J they look at what Lincoln

said and at what Jefferson said; they look at what we sayQ an& 1-
~hen± they compare , 6 and they say, something is wrong.'v (Quarles,

p. 176) Trnfact< -this has been all along one of the basic contri-

butions that the Negro has made to the United States. He has

forced us to examine the basic precepts of democracy. This is his

ultimate contribution.

.. ,
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Historical study, reveals that under certain cir-

cumstances America has regularly experienced episodes

of mass violence directly related to the achievement of

social, political, and economic objectives. Groups

engaging in mass violence have done so on,1y after a

long period of fruitless, relatively non-violent struggle.

The history of black protest is the history of the

temporary decline, fall, and resurgence of almost every

conceivable means of achieving black well-being and

dignity within the context of a generally hostile policy 1

2i

and in the face of unremitting white violence, both

official and private. Where black protest has moved

toward the acceptance of violence, it has done so after

exhausting nonviolent alternatives and a profound reservoir

of patience and good faith.

The events of the past few years are in large part

the culmination of 300 years of racial nrejudices.

Black protest is a dynamic phenomenon which cannot be

properly studied apart from the larger political and

social trends of American society. Understanding the

Afro-American past in this context is to understand why

many black Americans find it increasingly necessary to

employ, or envision, violent means of effecting social

chanpae.



Black men in America have always engaged in militant

action. The first permanent black settlers on the

American mainland, brought by the Spanish explorer

Lucas Vasquez de Ayllon in 1526, rose up during the same

year, killed a number of whites, and fled to the

Indians. Since that time, black protest has never been

altogether dormant and militant blacks have experimented

with a wide variety of tactics, ideologies, and goals.

F '
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Slavery was established in the New World almost immediately

after its discovery by Christopher Colombus. It could be

rationalized not only on the basis of economic need for

manpower, but because "the negro was inferior -- a cultureless,

ignorant and backward being suited only to slavery." 
The white

man built up elaborate theories about the negro and thus

created the enduring "myth of the negro."

The slave was considered a piece of property. His humanity

was secondary and any violence could be justified. The central

theme of Southern history has always been control of the negro.

The slave lived in a state of terror and therefore he had to

adjust himself to living in a terroristic society. He developed
1!

what has been called a "Sambo: personality. The American

slave typically resisted the system by passive resistance,

by acting lazy and ignorant, by sabotage, by feigning illness

er suicide, by running away, and by making cou less small,

unorganized attacks on individual families, masters,or

overseers. Great maroon enclaves and republics were established

by rebelling and runaway slaves in South America 
and the

Caribbean.

Racial conflict between Caucasions and Negroes is one

of the most persistent factors in American violence, extending

far back into the 18th century. Black Americans participated

during the years of slavery in at least 250 insurrections.



The first slave uprising occurred in New York City in 1712

and was put down with great ruthlessness. In 1739, there was

the Stono Rebellion in South Carolina, and in 1841, New York

City was again wracked with fears (apparently justified) of a

slave conspiracy. The result was that New York white men went on

a h sterical rampage in which scores of negroes were burned,

hanged, or expelled. The largest plots were those of Gabriel

Prosser (Richmond, 1800) and Denmark Vesey (Charleston, 1822).

Southside, Viginia , was (in 1831' the scene of the famous Nat

Turner rebellion'--_

The situation was hardly better for free negroes. A few

achieved material success, several owned slaves themselves, but

the vast majority knew only poverty and suffered the indignity

of rejection by white society. Forbidden to settle in some

areas, segregated in others, they were targets of prejudice

and discrimination. In the South, they were denied freedom

of movement, severely restricted in their choice of occupation

and foriddn to associate with whites or with slaves. They

lived in constant fear of being enslaved. In both North and

South, they were regularly the victims of mobs. In 1829, for

example, white residents invaded Cincinnati's "Little Africa,"

killed negroes, burned their property, and ultimately drove

half the colored population from the city.



-Thef-fi-st -recorded slave on-the- North- neriiar

con-inent-was-in.-il ) -Slave--trade- increased-stead ly-

and by 1790 -the-baek-op5Ul]tidhumbered an6 Thhar

one h i~vllion By 1860, there were four million

slaves * ~imarily working in the cotton fields of the

South. Ermcipation was purchased through the violence

of the Civil War.

By the .end of the Civil War, blacks were perhaps

as near to minimal survival as they had been since their

initial transportation from~ Africa. They ha~d lost the

security of provision for food, clothing, shelter, and

physical safety that M§. more or less .assured them as

long as they docilely accepted their position as slaves .

Only a tiny segment of blacks acquired new skills and

a modicum of prosperity after the Civil War; most
<-yiUs cJ

Negroes remaired on a survival basis.

Ideas about the Negro did. not change after the fall

of slavery in the United States. They had been built

up over 200 years and were firmly entrenched not only

in the South but in the urban North.

Just as northern violence had ended southern

slavery, southern terrorism ended radical Reconstruction.

Ten years after the Civil War, the Ku Klux Klan was

formed with the o ivert goal of "putting the Negro back

'II
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in his place." The tactics of the Klan were intimi-

dation, terror, and violence. It was so successful

that by 1877 the Negro was virtually eliminated from the

political life of the South after a spurt of post-

war reconstruction era activity.

Reconstruction had reached a legislative climax

in 1875 with the passage of the first Civil Rights law.

Negroes were to have the right to equal accommodations,

facilities, and advantages of public transportation,

inns, theaters, arid places of public amusement, but the

law had no effective enforcement provisions and was,

therefore, poorly enforced. Although bills to provide

federal aid to education for Negroes were prepared, none

passed, and educational opportunities remained meager.

When the Supreme Court, in 1883, declared the Civil

Rights Act of 1875 unconstitutional, Southern states

began to enact laws to segregate the races. In 1896,

the Supreme Court in Plessy v. Ferguon approved "separate

but equal" facilities; and it wa.s then that segregation

became an established fact, by law and by custom.

In the South, at least until recently, the lynching

of an "uppity" black man was often considered less

shocking than the violation of caste etiouette which

provoked it. Between 1882, when records of lynchings



II

were first kept, down to 19141, lynchings averaged 78

per year. About 100 lynchings recurred every year

in the 1880's-1 8 90's; there were 161 lynchings in 1892.

The constant fear that one might be killed for in-

consequential reasons was one of the day-to-day facts of

life for blacks, particularly until the early 1920's.

Lynching could he said to have declined to a relatively

minor worry in the late .1930's and the 1940'.s; the average

for 1937-42 was 5 per year and for 1943-19148,1-s-:than

3 per year. -

Some Northern states enacted civil rights laws

in the 1880's, but Negroes in fact were treated little

differently in the North than in the South. As Negroes

moved north in substantial numbers toward the end of the

century, they discovered that equality of treatment was

only a dream. That northern whites would resort to

violence was made clear in anti-Negro riots in New York,

1900; Springfield, Ohio, 1901; Greensburg, Indiana,

1906; Springfield, Illinois, 1908.

Riots were the hallmark of racial discord during

the first twenty years of the Century ... primarily

whites against Negroes. In East St. Louis, Illinois,



a. riot in July 1917 claimed the lives of 39 Negroes and

nine whites as a result of fear by white working men

that Negro advances in economi-c, political and social

status were threatening their own security and status.

More riots took place in 1917 in Chester, Pennsyl-

vania, and Philadelphia, in 1919 in Washington, D. C.,

Omaha, Charleston, Longview, Texas, Chicago and Knoxville.

Between July 1917 and March 1921, 58 Negrc houses were .

bombed and recreational areas were sites of racial con-

flict in Chicago. In 1921 there was a riot in Tulsa.

Violent inter-racial group conflict then tapered

off until the 1943 riots in Detroit and New York and

then died down until the .mid-1960's.

A second Ku Klux Klan arose in the 20th Century

which differed significantly from both its predecessors

and the present day Klan. Although the second-Ku Klux

Klan was founded in Atlanta in 1915, its greatest growth

and strength actually took place beyond the borders of

the old Confederacy. During the early 1920's it became

a truly national organization. For a time it enjoyed

great strength in the Southwest, West, North and East.

The strongest state Klan was in Indiana, and such wholly

un-Southern states as Oregon and Colorado felt its vigor.

Although denunciation of Catholics and Jews ranked highest

in the rhetoric of the second Klan, recent students of
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the movement have shown that Klan violence was directed

less against Catholics, Jews and Negroes than against

ne'er do wells and the allegedly immoral of the very

same background as the Klansmen: white, anglo-saxon,

protestants. The Klan thus attacked Americans of simi-

lar background and extraction who refused to conform to

the Bible Belt morality that was the deepest passion of

the Klan movement of the 1920's.

The Ku Klux Klan resurgence of the last ten years

has been largely restricted to the South. It is only

too well known for acts of violence against the civil

rights movement and desegregation.

The remainder of 20th Century racial violence has

been personal in nature or restricted to small unrelated

group activity. Brutal and frequent it has been, and

based on extreme prejudice and fear, but unrelated except

by its causes to the mass outbreaks especially in our

cities.

*I
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T ec20,h CEntu ry Effort to Organize

Between his famous Atlanta Exposition Address in 1895 and

his dcath in- 191.5, Booker T. Washington,.. Principal of the Tuskegee No

Normal and Industrial Institute in Alabama and the most prominent

Negro In America, secretly spent thousands of dollars fighting

disfranchisement and segregation laws; publicly he advocated a

policy of accommodation, conciliation, and gradualism. Largely

blaming Negroes themselves for their condition, Washington

believed that by helping themselves, by creating and supporting

their own busire sses, by proving their usefulness to society

through the acquisition of education, wealth, and morality, Negroes

would earn the respect of the white man and thus eventually gain

their constitutional rights.

In thezarly years of the century, a small group of Negroes,

led by W.E.B, DuBois, formed the Niagara Movement to oppose

Washington's program, which they claimed had failed. Washington

had put economic progress before politics, had accepted the

separate-but-equal theory, c§d opposed agitation as the basis

of the Negro's future, insisted on the inequity.of Jim Crow laws

1 and advocated agitation and protest.

In sharp language, the Niagara group placed responsibility

for the race problem squarely on the whites. The aims of the

movement were voting rights and "the abolition of all caste

distinctions based simply on race and color."

Although Booker T. Washington tried to crush his critics,

Du Bois and the Negro "radicals", as they were called, enlisted

the support of a small group of influential white liberals
and socialists. Together, in 1909 1910, they formed the



National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

The NAACP hammered at the walls of prejudice by organizing

Negroes and well-disposed whites, by aiming propaganda at the

whole nation, by taking legal action in courts and legislatures,

Almost at the outset of its career, the NAACP prevailed upon the

Supreme Court to declare unconstitutional two discriminatory

statutes. In 1915, the Court overruled the Oklahoma "grandfather

clause," a provision in several Southern state constitutions that

excluded from the vote those whose ancestors were 
ineligible to

vote in 1860. Two years later, the Supreme Court outlawed municipal

residential segregation ordinances. These NAACP victories were

the first legal steps in a long fight against 
disl?.anchisement

and segregation.

During the first quarter of the 20th century, the federal

government enacted no new legislation to ensure equal rights or

opportunities for Negroes and made little attempt to enforce-

existing laws despite flagrant violations of Negro civil rights.

In 1913, members of Congress from the South introduced bills

to federalize the Southern segregation policy. They wished to ban

interracial marriages in the District of Columbia, segregate white

and Negro federal employees, and introduce Jim Crow laws in the

public carriers of the District. The bills did not pass, but

segregation practices were extended in federal 
offices, shops,

restrooms, and lunchrooms. The nation's capital became as.

segregated as any in the former Confederate 
states.



In the period between the two World Wars, the NAACP dominated

the strategy of racial advancement. The NAACp drew its strength

from large numbers of Southern Negroes who had migrated to Northern

cities; from a small but growing Negro group of professonals, and

businessmen whe= er d-;them; from an upsurge of confidence among

the "New Negro," race-proud and self-reliant, believing in racial

cooperation and self-help and determined to fight for his consit-

tutional rights; from writers and artists known as the "Harlen

Renaissance" who used their own cultural tradition and experience

as materials for their works. W.E.B. Du Bois, editor of Crisis,

the NAACP publication, symbolized the new mood and exerted great

influence.

The NAACP did e traorwdary service giving legal defense to

victims of race riots and unjust judicial proceedings, It Jried

vainly to promote passage of an anti-lynching bill, but its most

important activity was its campaign to secure enforcement of the

1Ith and 15th Amendments. It conducted sustained litigation

against disfranchisement and segregation, and embarked upon a long

fight against the white primaries in the S inuh Southern states.

Less successful were attempts to prevent school segregation in

NOrthern cities, which followed the migration of large numbers

of rural blackic1a from the South. f.

The thrust of the NAACP was primarily political and legal,

but the National Urban League, founded in 1911 by. philanthropists

and social workers, sougIh an economic solution to the Negroes'

problems. Sympathetic with Booker T. Washington's point of view,

believing in conciliation, gradualism, and moral suasi on, the

Urban League searched out industrial opportunities for Negro
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mnpgrants to the cities, using arguments that appealed to the

white businessman's sense of economic self-interest and also ho

his conscience.

Also espousing an economic program to ameliorate the Negroes'

condition was A. Philip Randolph, an editor of the Messenger.

He regarded the NAACP as a middle-class organization unconcerned

about pressing economic problems. Taking a Marxist posit ion on

the causes of prejudice and discrimination, Handolph called for

a new and radical Negro class. He advocated physical resistance

to white mobs, but he believed that only united action of black

and white workers against capitalists would achieve social justice.

Marcus Garvey~ founded in 1914 the Universal Negro Improvement

Association (UNIA)j aimed { liberate oth Africans and American

Negroes- from their oppressors0 His utopian method was the

wholesale migration of American Negroes to Africa. On a more

practical level he urged support of Negro busin-~esses, and through the

UNIA organized a chain of groceries, restaurants, launderies, a

hotel, printing plant, and steamship line. Garvey was eventually

jailed and departed for having used the m ai ls to defraud, but he

had, bett er than anyone before him4, dramatized the bitterness

and alienation of the Negro slum dwellers, who having come North

with great expectations, found only overcrowr~ed and deteriorated

housing, mass unemployment and race riots.

During World War II, two r w movements marked Negro protest:

the March on Washingtong; and the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE).

In 1941, consciously drawing on the power of- the Negro vote and

concerned with the economic problems of the urban slumdweller,

A. Phillip Randolph threatened a mass Negro convergence on

_ _ _I



The Black Muslims were established around 1930 by
Elijah Mohammed 1-ohcago,. The organization reached the
peak of its influence, however, when more progress toward
equal rights was being made than ever before in American history
while at the same time economic opportunity for the poorest

groups in the urban ghettos was stagnating0 Increasing

unemployment among Negroes, combined with the revolution in
expectations, created a climate in which the Black Muslims

(~i

thrived. They preached a vision of th- doom 02 the white
"devils" and the coming dominance of the black man, promised

a utopian paradise of a separate territory within the United
States for a Negro state, and offered a practical program of
building Negro business through hard work, thrift and racial
unity. To those willing to submit to the rigid discipline of the
movement, the Black Muhslims organization gave a sense of purpose
and dignity.

I. ________
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Washington unless President Roosevelt secured employment for Negroes

in the defense industries. The President's Executive Order 8802

establishing a federal Fair Employment Practices Commission forej

stalled the demonstration. Even without enforcement powers,

the FEPC set a precendent for treating fair employment practice

as a civil right.

CORE, founded iih 1942-43, grew out of the Fellowship of

Reconciliation, a pacifist organization, when certain ledders

became interested in the use of nonviolent dirent action to

fight racial discrimination. CORE combined Gandhi's techniques

with the sit-in, derived from the sit-down strikes of the 1930's,

Until about 1959, CORE's main activity was attacking discrimination

in places of public accommodation in the cities of the Northern

and Border states, and as late as 1961, two-thirds of its

membership and most of its national officers were white.

i1
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Progress from subsistence survival in the 19th century
was

has been continuous, but it khxram so slow thatit seems

best to date the first major upburn from concern for mere

survival for most blcsas b efthe Second

World War.

By the war's end, some 2,000,000 blacks were employed

in war industries and FEPC reported that 1,300,000 of them

had been given jobs in consequence of its efforts.

Other economic advances commended during this era. By

1942 it was mandatory in eight' states to pay black school-

teachers the same as white ones. In 19)44 the U.S. Supreme

Court struck down the practice of peonage in the form of forced

labor to pay off a debt. The Court enjoined the Brotherhood

of Locomotive Firemen and Engineers from excluding Negroes

from its membership, a major -early step in the protracted

process of establishing equal job opportunity. for blacks in. the

transportation industry.

At the end of the war, there was n~o widespread and

sudden drop in Negro employment. Instead, gradually, the

pace of rising economic opportunity continued. Integrated low-

cost housing after the war began the breakdown of discrimination'

imhe2scon~LC:2m.!, i'- These advances related to jobs

and housing and therefore to men's physical needs, but they 
also--

notably in the case of sports participating -- ha overtones of

equal dignity. A giant step was taken with the desegregation of

the military and efforts in school and transportation desegrega-

tion were considerable and fruitful by the end of the 1950's.

Similarly,long series of steps to end discrimination in the

I, 
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rating
voting process, starting with the invalidation f 1944 of the

white primary c~c ;oaLs and continuing with the 1954, 1964 and

later civil rights acts which increasingly protected and enforced

the right of lacks to register and vote in all elections.

Repeatedly in the 1940's, 1950's and early 
1960's, the

efforts gave evidence to Negroes that prog;;ess was being made.

Their expectations inevitably rose from the near-ground level

before the Second World War to what proved increasingly to be

excessively optimistic.

The gap between expe.: atiOn and realization remained

rather large, however. killing by lynch mobs dwindled to

one case in 1947 and two in 1948l ;A new kind of killing of

blacks began and at times something 
like the old lynch mob

operated again. In 1952 a leading state NAACP official in

Florica who organized a campaign to secure the indictment of a

sheriff charged with killing a Negro prisoner was himself killed

by a bomb. Violence and its threat was successfully 
used to keep

blacks from registering to vote, particularly in Southern rural

areas. In the first four years after the 1954 
decision ordering

school integration to proceed, there was some 530 cases of

violence (burning, bombing and intimidation of children and

their parents). Schools, churches, and homes of black 
leaders

were bombed; many were killed in these bombings. Federal troops

were brought into Little Rock in 
September 1997 to ensure order

during high school integration; during 
the following school year

(1958-59), public schools were closed in Little Rock. As the

violence attending school integration 
diminished, it increased in

oteraras prtculry aist protest marchers.



For the civil rights movement, the years before 1955

were. filled largely with efforts at legal reform, with the

NAACP, especially, carrying case after case to successful

litigation in the federal courts. There was a considerable

gap, however, between the belief of the NAACP and other

groups that major political changes were in sight and the

reality of the slow pace of change even in the more

"advanced areas of the South". The gap was even greater

between the conservative tactics and middle-class orienta-

tion of the established civil-rights organizations and the situa-

tion of the black ghetto masses in the North.

Since the NAACP, the Urban League, and other established

groups continued to operate as before, new tactics and new

leaders arose to fill theQ gaps.



With the backdrop of slowly changing white opinion

since the Second World War and the impact of emerging

nonwhite nations in Asia and Africa, the Current Civil

Rights Movement can be said to date from the-upreme

Court decision in 1954 in Brown v. Board of Education

when segregation in schools was firmly labelled as unconsti-

tutional. The growing size of the Northern Negro vote

made civil rights a major issue in national elections and,

ultimately, in 1957, led to the federal Civil Rights

Commission, which had the power to investigate discriminatlory

conditions throughout the country and to recommend corrective

measures to the President. Northern and Western states

outlawed disc imination in employment, housing, and public

accommodations, while the NAACP, in successive court victories,

ended racially restrictive covenants in housing, segreagation

in interstate transportation, and discrimination in publicly-

owned recreational facilities. The NAACP also helped register

voters. In the meantime, CORE had begun "Freedom Rides" into

the border states and eventually into the deep South.



Direct action by Negroes may be dnted from the bus

boycott in Montgomery, Alabama, which began in late 1956

ad continued for over a year. It was precipitated whenx

a Negro got on a city bus, sat down in a front seat, was

asked to move to the back, and refused. The bus boycott

soon came under the leadership of Dr. Martin Luther King,

Jr., whose ideology of nonviolent resistance -- and the

mild temper of blacks in Montgomery at the time --

succeeded in keeping the action relatively peaceful.

The move to direct action in the South brought civil

rights protest out of the course and into the streets,

bus terminals, restaurants, and voting booths, substituTing

"creative disorder" (see generally Arthur I. Waskow, From

Race Rico to Sit-Tn: 1919 and the 1960's (Gazrden City,

New York: Double Anchor, 1966). ) for litigation. Neverthe-

less, it remained deeply linked to the American political pro-

cess and represented an innate faith in the protective power

of the federal government and in the moral capacity of white

Americans, both nothern and southern.

. .._- -m



In 1957, Mar'g 9ht1er King, C., established the Southern

Christian Leadership Conference to coordinate direct-action

activities in Southern cities. Reverend KinU,wi-weas

cataphiul .. intonati onaapromience -fo his-e1 adi hip'in

thcQ.MNontgoergAlabam;uboyco1955'.56, held the

same Gandhian belief in the principles of pacifism an the

founders of CORE.

Nonviolent direct action attained popularity not only

because of the effectiveness of King's leadership but because the

oldeLr techniques of legal and legislative action had had limited

success. Impressive as the advances in the 15 years after World

War II were, in spite of state laws and Supreme Court

decisions, something was still clearly wrong. Negroes were

disfranchised in most of the South, though in the 12 years

following the outlawing of the white primary in 1944!, the

number of Negroes registered in Southern states had risen

from about 250,000 to nearly a million and a1quarter.

Supreme Court decisions desegregating transportation facilities

were still being largely ignored in the South. Discrimination in

employment and housing continued, not only in the South but also

in Northern states with model civil rights laws. T1 Negro

unemployment rate steadily moved upward after 1954. The

South reacted to the Supreme Court's decision on school dedegre-

gation by outlawing the NAACP, intimidating civil rights leaders,

bringing "massive resistance" to the Court's decision, curtailing

*Negro voter registration, and forming White Citizens Councils.



Many believe that the Mm tgomery boyco)$ usehered in

a Negro Revolt, and its importance, by projecting the image

of King and his techniques, is great. But the decisinve

break with traditional techniques came with the college

student sit-ins that swept the South in the winter and

spring of 1960. In dozens of communities in the Upper
South, the Atlantic coastal states, and Texas, student

demonstrations secured the desegregation of lunch counters

in drug and variety stores. Arrests were numbered in the

thousands and brutality was evident in scores of communi-
ties. In the deep South, the campaign ended in failure,

but the youth had captured the imagination of the Negro

community and to a remakable extent that of the entire

nations.

The southern sit-ins led to the formation of the

Sutdent Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC).

Northern white student groups formalized their organi-

zations to support the southern movement.

The successes of the student movement threatened

exsiting Negro leadership and precipitated a spirited

rivalry among civil rights organizations. The NAACP and

SCLC associated themselves with the student movement,

The organizing meeting of SNCC at Raleigh, North Carolina,

in April 1960 was called by Martin Luther Kind, but within

a year the youth considered King too cautious and broke

with himt,
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II

the persistence of segregated public transportation. A

bus-burning resulted in Alabama, and hundreds of demon-

strators spent a month or more in Mississippi prisons.

Finally, a new order from the Interstate Commerce Commission

desegregating all interstate transportation facilities

received partial compliance.

Meanwhile, school integration crept on with diminishing

violence, In 1955, about 134,000 Southern Negro children

attended integrated public schools; nearly half of this

total was in Washington, D.C. In 1965, between 5% and

7.5% of all Negro children in Southern states were going

to school with white children,

But with the sustained tension and white resistance to

school integration, including the violence when the first

Negro, James Meredith, was admitted to the University of

Mississippi in September 1962 (to the accompaniment of two

deaths and hundreds of injuries), black counter-resistance

was developing.

III



As the direct-action tactics took more dramatic form, as the
civil rights groups began to articul te the needs of the masses
and draw some of them to their demonstratins, the protest
movement in 1963 assumed a new note of urgency, a demand for comp
plete "Freedom Now!" Direct action returned to the Northern
cities, taking the form of massive protests against economic,
housing and educational inequities, and afresh wave of demon-
strations swept the .South from Cambridge, Maryland, to Birmingham
Alabama. Northern Negroes launched street demonstrations against

discrimination in the building trade unions and, the following
winter, school boycotts against de fact segregation.

In the North, 1963 and 1964 brought the beginning of the
wares of civil disorders in Northern urban centers. In the
South, . incidents occurred of brutal white resistance 3to the
civil rights movement, beginning with the murder of Mississippi
Negro leader Medgar Evers and four Negro school girls in a
church in Birminghanm. T

The massive anti=Negro actions in Birmingham, and numerous
other Southern cities during the spring of 1963, compelled the
nation to face the problem of race prejudice in the Soith.

President Kennedy affirmed that racial discrimination was a
moral issue and asked Congress for a major civil rights bill.

-



The highest print in the non-violent civil rights movement

camin August of 1963 then a quarter of a million people,

20 percent of them white, participated in a dramatic and

nonviolent March on Washington, which provided a major impetus

for the passage of the Uivil Rights Act of 1964. The March

seenid to symbolize both the achievements of the past years

of struggle and new hopes and challenges for the future.

In that very same summer, however, black militancy was

born in tthe South,

Ir



During the past five years, there have been 370

civil rights demonstrations involving more than a million

participants. 80 counter-demonstrations have been held

, in opposition to civil rights demonstrators and school

integration. Confrontation between demonstrators and

police and between opposing pri-t groups has often led

to violence. Some 200 private acts of violence toward

Neg es and civil rights workers have caused more than

20 deaths and more than 100 injuries. (These figures are

derived only from those incidents reported in the New York

Times Index; many others may also have occurred.

}to In April of 1963 in Birmingham, Alabama, there began what

may be called the first full-scale violent encounter of blacks

and whites. Seeking integration of such facilities as luch

counters, parks, and swimming pools, the blacks in Birmingham,

most of them young, were met with water hoses, police dogs,

and other violent acts by police and white citizens. The

number of demonstrators increased to some 3000 and there were

1000 arrests. The repressiveness of the police united a

hitherto divided black community in Birmingham. And it

produced perhaps the first major case in which Southern

blacks clashed openly with police since the Second World War.

From this time on violence deepened and spread among blacks.

The Birmingham.riots immediately touched off riots in other

cities -- according to one estimate, 758 demonstrations in

the 10 weeks following the Birmingham violence. And in six
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The period of optimism began to wane with the assassination

of President Kennedy in November, 1963. Still, in 1963-64,

the student movement engaged in an effort to draw students into

volunteer and full-time work in the Southern black belt,

Appalachia, and Northern urban slum areas. By the summer of

1964, thousands of students were involved in such activities,

their legitimany bolstered by President Johnson's announcement

of a "war on perurty." In Mississippi, nearly one thousand

volunteers aided in the effort to build the Mississippi Freedom

Democratic Party.

1964 was the year of the COFO Summer Project in Mississippi

and the year in which riots occurred for the first time in

six Northern cities. As suc , it was a year of transition,

in which the earlier moral-confrontation phase overlapped the

riots-as-a-weapon-or'threat phase that emerged after Watts.

The COFO project was a hybrid phenomenon, less of a moral

confrontation than Birmingham, and more of a power play. COFO

(Congress of Federated Organizations) was a loose ad hoc

consortium for which established organizations such as the

NAACP and the Urban League footed the bill, while SNCC provided

organizing talent, energy, and a cutting edge. Having noticed

that, in parts of Alabama and Mississippi, Negroes greatly out-

numbered whites, SNCC theoreticians had in 1961 mounted a voter

registration campaign which for three years had been frustrated

by white intimidation, terror, and the threat of economic repri

sal.



The 1964 Summer Project, masterminded by a disillusioned SNCC staff

was presented as a massive effort to get voter registration off

the ground with the aid of large numbers of vacationing white

college students.

However, COFO's x gxaruxahaxreasonable and liberal

voter registration goal turned out to be a benign cover for a

more ambitious and aggressive SNCC strategy. On one level, the

COFO project consisted of three activities: voter registration,

freedom schools, and community centers. The one thousand white

student volunteers were hostages to assure federal supervision

of this work. The grand strategy was to provoke a massive

federal intervention amounting to an occupation and a "second

effort at reconstruction."

The Mississipp i experience was an extraordinary one for

many of its participants. Three young men were murdered, and

many others saw at firsthand the character of southern repression.

The Mississippi summer culminated with the Freedom Democratic

Party's effort to unseat the segregationist Mississippi

delegation at the Democratic Party National Convention in

Atlantic City.

The events of that summer in the South led NNCC to a

profound re-evaluation of its commitment to building a non-

violent grass roots protest movement, since that commitment

depended on the belief that the national authorities would

be responsive to and supportive of the movement.
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1964 was an electinn year, and in view of the pressures

generated in Mississippi and by the Goldwater candidacy, a. disa-

greement developed among Negro leaders as to how best to

negotiate the latter half of the summer. Rather than risk

"coiling it" with an action program, as in the previous

year 's post-Birmingham March on Washington, the leadership

opted for a moratorium on demonstration -- with militants

Farmer (CORE) and Forman (SNOC) dissenting. Under the circhim-

stances, the chain of riots which began in Harlen was not

altogether unexpected. The new era arrived by what can only

be termed the escalation route. On July 16, 1964, only

two weeks after Congress had passed theCivil Rights bill,
an off-duty policeman in Manhattan shot a 15 year old Negro who

Ji

was attacking him with a knife, and in Harlen and Bedford-

Stuyvesant this episode triggered the most serious rioting

in two decades. Most of the riots in the overlapping

chain that followed the Harlenm riot grew out of a precipitating

incident involving police. Thexe-wereftC6ROT*HETYtE

2i
ImmI

inr-Roche ster.and-Philad cphia;rbdi jt was s tills pos sible a.to think

that these disorders were just a single summer's deviation from

the essentially nonviolent efforts of Negroes to achieve an

equal place in American society.

In August of 1965, however, the Watts riot, in which 34 died,

hundreds were injured and approximately $35 million in property

damage was inflicted, shocked all who had been confident that

1-I-
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race relations were improving in our cities, and evoked a new mood

in Negro ghettoes across the country.

The Watts riot had noticeable instrumental overtones:

"soul brother" signs, deliberate selective destruction by

fire of white-owned businesses, widespread reports of sniper

activity (despite which no one was hit -- in retrospect, the

reports are called into question in that most were received

after the National Guard arrived and began firing).

4--Nevertheless there is no doubt that the McCone Commission

report was correct in denying a political or revolutionary

basis to the Watts disturbance.

During the spring of 1966 the idea that riots were "weapons"

and "rebellions" began to be publicized and to gain popular

acceptance. Black militants were just beginning to think about

the subject. The "weapon" and "rebellion" characteristics of

Watts were ex post facto rationalizations.

Conversion of the riot threat into political power proved

to be just as slow and agonizing a process as the earlier

nonviolent campaigns.

Thgsi gto for focusing on thsgpgoanL

admittedlys.m.nyr-dimensngd.:oLict-'i thatin:;retrospect,

it has 'proved to be orn ofthose vae ofthe-future. By 1968,

a survey of Negro attitudes would show a substantial postitive

response to the question "Is Violence Necessary?" particularly

among the prime riot population: young Negro males in Northern

cities. Many Negroes were arriving at the conclusion
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militant intellectuals had advanced two years earlier. It

tooka year and a half for militant black intellectuals to formulate

the riot "message" themselves, It wor =ake two years more

for their self-fulfilling prophesies of .1966 to be ratified by

the rank and file,

1966 was, in terms of actual riots, anomalously less violent

than one would have been led to expect by extrapolating the

tread of the three preceding years. An early straw in the wind had

been a reshuffle in the SNCC high command which occurred in the

early spring. John Lewis, who had been identified since the

beginning of SNCC with nonviolence as a "philosophy" and a "way

of life, " was voted out in favor of Stokely Carmichael, who was

on record as favoring nonviolence "as a tactic," that is, only

for along as it worked, being prepared to renounce it pragmatically.

an alternative approach looked more promising. Under

Carmichael, SNCC formally and deliberately disassociated itself

from the civil rights movement's traditional commitment to

nonviolence, taking up a position on the leftward militant

fringes (A virtually identical leftward shift was repeated
in 1967 Rap Brown t.ing over from Carmichael with the latter

on his way to Havana and Hanoi.) CORE, whe 4 it elected Floyd

McKissick, also moved some distance leftward by refusing to denounce

categorically the previous year's Watts riots. The racial

situation picked up an ominous head of steam through the month

of May. Hu - >o(n June 6,ames Meredith, who had
sei stre on aIoete rmMmhst Nthz-gaddb oa



police who were in turn supervised by the FBI -- was shot.

. The outraged reaction was instantaneous and acutre. Galvanized
j/ by. the Meredith incident, the conservative Negro leadership

quickly organized an extended march along the rout,Meredith
was to have taken. The march lasted almost a month, pursuing
a leisurely pace and taking tie for detours c e original
itinerary, Meredith's injuries proved not to be serious, so that
he was able to rejoin the march after two weeks, we l before it
terminated.

Although there were five fairly serious racial disturbances
during tle summer of 1966, one had the distinct impression of
coasting through the suminr poined on the brink of disaster.



1966 demonstrated that cz e r M threat can be
comparable in its effect to actual violence. Whatever
the inspiration for it, the strategic innovation of 1967
was the extravagant behavior of Stokely Carmichael and Rap
Brown, who, starting where the spring 1966 "just war"
proclamations left off, escalated the riot threat beyond the
limits of credibility. While Brown kepk the home fires burning
verbally, Carmichael traveled to Havana, Hanoi and Moscow,
incorporating the dogmas of Frantz Fanan, Castroite antiO
American elements, and the Viet Cong ('he enemy of my enemy
is my friend) guerilla precepts into a "Third World Uber
Alles" melange. A surrealistic aura has surrounded this episode
in retrospect because of the Department of Justice's
willingness to let bygones by bygones, rather than to martyr
Carmichael and his correspondingly equable demeanor.

Although there is no way 6f determining objectively the
effect of these threatening gestures, the intent- behind them
is reasonably clear: leave no stone unturned in creating the
most threatening posture imaginable.

Two assumptions underly the following account: The extrava
gant speeches and behavior of Carmichajel and Brown amplified the
psychological effect of the 1967 riots, whi;e the riots -- and

pI

especially the reports of organized guerrilla warfare - - lent
credibility to their rhetoric in a sort of regenerative symbiosis.
The heightened sense of urgency that emerged in 1967 was therefore
inspired as much by nihilist rhetoric and threat of urban guerrilr
warfare as by actual riots.
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February $, 1969

EMORADUMFOR THE COMMISSIONERS

We have sent to you under separate cover the latest draft
of the Report of the Task Force on Violent Aspects of Protest
and Confrontation. It will be discussed, along, with the Report
of the Task Force on Individual Acts of Violence, at the
Commission meetings on March 7, 8 and 9.

The Report contains an excellent analysis of how the anti-
war, student and black militant protest movements have developed
and of how these groups look at the social institutions they
are challenging. It also contains a provocative analysis of
"white militancy" and of police attitudes toward protesting
groups - subjects also covered from other viewpoints in the
Task Force Report on Assassinations and the expected Report on
Law and Law Enforcement, respectively.

In forwarding the report, however, I wish to record my
disagreement with the recommendation made to the Commission in
Professor Skolnick's concluding chapter. The central thesis of
this chapter appears to be that the only effective response to
violent protest is the speedy adoption of social reforms,
presumably those reforms the protesters advocate, and that to
accompany these reforms with measures of improved social control
to prevent or punish the violent aspects of the protest .ee
undesirable and self-defeating.
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With all respect to Professor Skolnick and the force of

his arguments, his thesis in my view ignores the evidence that

violent protest has been employed as a tactic not only by those

seeking "good" social reforms, but also by the Nazis, the

Communists and other totalitarian groups seeking reforms that

would destroy basic values of our society. It ignores the

danger that a tolerant attitude toward violent conduct aimed

at achieving "good" social reformSay encourage violent conduct

aimed at achieving "bad" social reforms, or at preventing the

"good" reforms from taking place. In the present context, for

example, black militants and white militants may engage in

violent protest to achieve precisely opposite goals.

Accordingly, despite the risks Professor Skolnick mentions,

I would urge the Commission to recommend the response to violent

forms of protest that combines more effective control over the

violent conduct with the adoption of those social reforms that

the majority can be persuaded to accept as necessary to assure

the fairness and justice of the social order for all.

y the end of the week, we hope to circulate draft state-

j rent on l @w white militancy an ntiwa pro est

fr rsi-derat ion as etoaa-h-Cmial"ge

on st dent protest, the police, and the courts will be deferred
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LEON JAWORSKI

BANK OF THE SOUTHWEST BLDG.

HOUSTON,TEXAS 77002

March 10, 1969

Re: Drafts on "Radical Black Militancy"
and "White Extremism and White
Militancy"

Dear Lloyd:

The one most important basic change I
strongly recommend in the two above captioned
drafts relates to a restructuring and restatement
of the Commission's unalterable stand on acts of
violence that flow from such militancies. In my
view, this stand of the Commission is neither to
be buried in the body of a chapter nor is it to
be watered down. It is not to be stated in an
apologetic manner or clouded by excuses. On the
contrary, it is to be boldly stated and firmly
put without the slightest appearance of pussy-
footing. Any implied justifications of violence
or conduct productive of violence will be as fatal
to our report as were these intimations in the
Kerner Report.

You heard Congressman McCulloch's states-
manlike comment. Although a member of the Kerner
Commission, he forthrightly recognizes the mistake
inherent in this report. I have heard it said time
and again by men in high places and in lesser places
that the persuasiveness of this great work was lost
on a large segment of the public because of the
very failure, implication and omission to which I
allude.

I would suggest that at a prominent place
at the beginning of the report (it is worthy of a
"box") and again in this chapter,we state in plain
and unmistakable terms that we condemn unequivocally
all forms of violence of contemporary radical
militancy (to use the words appearing on page 19
of the draft) , whether white or black; similarly
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that we condemn all radical militancy productive
of violent conduct.

It will do little good to say this if
we, in subsequent portions of the text, "water
it down" by statements that impliedly excuse
such conduct or offer some germ of justifica-
tion for it. The point we should always preserve
is that such conduct is unlawful and that unless
we say this "loud and clear", we may well do moreharm than good, especially with those individuals
and groups we hope to persuade to the adoption of
better attitudes and the acceptance of better
practices.

Although you have heard my views stated
before, I must record that I feel equally asstrong on acts of civil disobedience resultingin the spawning of violent conduct. There is no
middle ground on matters so vital to the preserva-
tion of the rule of law.

I need not explain to you -- because youknow my views, but others may read this who do not
-- that I am as ashamed of our nation's failures
to which we allude in other portions of the drafts
of our report and which other reports have cited,
but I am confident that my fellow Commissioners
will agree that under our democracy violence and
other forms of lawlessness can never be accepted
as the remedy.

You are familiar with other observations
I made in our session on Saturday relating to the
repeated condemning of the entire South in toto
(pages 11, 34 and other pages) and you indicated
at the meeting that there would be no problem in
restating these comments.

I want to join ou
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Militancy draft, lifted from the Kerner Report,
undesirable. If we are not careful, our Report
will be described as largely a rehashing of the
Crime Commission and Kerner Commission Reports.

You will recall I also mentioned the
danger of citing quotes from Carmichael and
Brown without adding our strong condemnation of
such attitudes. Also, I pointed to the danger
of using other quotes without making it clear
that these are merely references and not findings
of the Commission. The draft reads very well,
but to me it is more like a Saturday Evening Post
article than a Commission report. In the latter,
as you well know, extreme care must be exercised
to identify the pronouncements of the Commission
as distinguished from the preachments of those
who engage in violence and unlawful conduct.

Below I make a few additional observa-
tions:

The draft contains generalizations and
implications of the existence of general condi-
tions throughout the country that need explana-
tion. To illustrate, the situation you cite as
existent in Chicago (page 8 of the Black
Militancy draft) would not be a fair statement
as to Houston, Texas where dissimilar conditions
obtain. In Houston, as well as in other parts
of the country, there are available only a few
-- relatively few -- qualified Negroes to fill
official positions. Men of the caliber of
Judge Leon Higginbotham of Philadelphia or
Judge James Parsons of Chicago and women of
the intellect of Ambassador Harris ever so
rarely appear on the scene. I readily admit
that this is due largely to the lateness of
educational opportunities afforded Negroes in
some of our higher educational institutions,
but whatever be the reason, there exists a dearth
of qualified Negroes for these offices at the
present time. The situation should be vastly
improved in time. I think this needs to be pointed
out.

I think we are vulnerable in some of
the sweeping statements made on page 1 of White
Militancy and Extremism. Neither has the Indian,
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the Mexican, the Puerto Rican nor the Chinaman
become assimilated "into the society". There
are many Mexican communities in the southern
and western part of our state, for example, and
in many localities these people have suffered
discriminations as serious as those experienced
by the Black Americans.

On page 18 of the White Extremism and
White Militancy draft, I believe that the last
sentence in the first paragraph needs some re-
composition, lest it be understood that implied
approval is being given to "civil disobedience --
and perhaps even violence". In the first sentence
of the following paragraph, there may well have
been some exceptions. The sentence leaves the
impression that there had been no effort made to
prosecute, and I am afraid that this is too broad
a statement.

I believe that further research will
disclose that in the 1920 to 1930 decade, there
was substantial Ku Klux Klan activity in the
North as well as in the South. It so happened
that while in my teens I lived at a locality of
some 60,000 inhabitants where every single office
holder was a Klansman. So overwhelming pro-
Klan was the populous that all running on the
Klan ticket were elected by a two to one majority.
I had firsthand knowledge of their shameful misdeeds,
their intimidations and their violent acts, some of
which were horrendous. I well recall, however, that
while on a visit to Gettysburg on my twentieth birth-
day, I saw a tremendous assembly of Klansmen in
Pennsylvania -- on parade.

I should also like to comment upon the
draft on "Anti-War Protest and Violence". I
assume from the title that the discussion was to
relate to violence that has emanated from protests
against the Vietnam War. The draft, however, be-
gins to discuss the Chicago situation where, I
think, we begin to embark on dangerous ground.
Personally, I am not willing to refer to the
Chicago Report by leaving implications of agree-
ment with the summary. I think that parts of
the Chicago Report are couched in misleading
terms and we should be forthright enough either to
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say so, or at least to make it clear that we
are not placing a stamp of approval on the
deductions drawn by the author. I am fully
and wholeheartedly in accord with all comments
that point to the illegality and danger of the
use of excessive force by the police and how
violence can result from such improper conduct.
Perhaps in the Saturday afternoon discussion,
which unfortunately I had to miss, you reached
some appropriate accord on the treatment of this
chapter.

Frankly, there is much in the Anti-
War Protest chapter that I believe should better
be left unsaid. If there is to be a chapter
going into the detail the present draft has done,
it should be made clear on page 8 of the draft
that the Vietnam War was inherited by Lyndon
Johnson. As it now reads, one might easily
conclude that after having been elected as the
"peace candidate", he involved this country in
the Vietnam War. In addition, I am not at all
certain that it is historically correct to say
that "Americans felt they had elected the peace
candidate in Lyndon Johnson".

It was good to see you again, and I
look forward to our next meeting. In the mean-
time, I send my best regards.

Sincerely yours,

Lloyd N. Cutler, Esquire
Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering
900 - 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20006
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NOTES ON BLACK STUDENT PROTEST

By

James I Short, Jr 0

In an effort to round out the treatment of black student

protest for the Commission I have recently consulted with a

number of people who have had special experience in this

area and have examined data from sources not previously

tapped by the Commission Task Force.

David Riesman has been my primary consultant and I

attach copies of my correspondence with him on this subject

(Appendix A). That follows is- a first attempt to bring

together the thoughts expressed in my communications with

Riesman and others and new data based principally on a paper

made available to me by James 1. Laue, Community Relations

Service, United States Department of Justice. The paper

clearly is marked, "not for quotation or circulation", and

so should be viewed as a confidential. document pending

clearance with Dr. Laue for its use. Discussions with other

consultants, and access to other data may be expected to inform

the issue further in a few days.

Black Student Movement

"Black Student Movement" is a .poorly written report of a

badly analyzed study by Alphons o Gaskins, under the supervision

and sponsorship of the Community Relations Service, United States
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Department of Justice. During the summer of 1968 Gaski.ns

interviewed, leaders (defined as elected officers) of 13 black

student organizations on 11 campuses. These organizations,

their age, institutions, racial composition of the institutions,

and institutional location are listed in Table 1. The age of

the organization (ranging from 3 months to 3 years) speaks to

the recency of the movement. The fact that more than one

organization was studied in each of two predominantly black

institutions suggests that the movement is not of one mind on

those campuses. Unfortunately, the author does not address this

issue and his interpretation stresses consistency of goal

orientation and tactics rather than fundamental division within

the movement. Regretably, also, responses are not presented in

such a manner as to allow the reader to determine their relation

to the four-fold research design upon which the study was based.

An effort was made to study institutions in each of the following

categories: 1) public and predominantly black, 2) public and

predominantly white, 3) private and predominantly black, 4)

private and predominantly white. Central State and South Carolina

State fall in the first category, Wisconsin, North Carolina State,

San Francisco State, and Rutgers in the second, Shaw and Howard

in the third, and Stanford, Northwestern, and Emory in the fourth.

1~ Alphonso Gaskins, "Black Student Movement", Community

Relations Service, U. S. Department of Justice, unpublished

manusor ip t, 1968 .

I



Table 1

A PROFILE OF THE BLACK STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS STUD

.A fe.

3 yeare

Black Orde-r of
- evolutionary Ermancipation

Concern ned Binclac:Dep1p

Congr es acfor, the Unity
of Black Student

Afro-Anrican Society

Society for Afro-American'
Culture

Blackz Awareness
Coordinatin Committeo

Black Student Union

Blc .'tdenUn"

1 year

1 years

3 months

I year

I year

I year

9 months

2 years

2 years

UiveCrtor Collere

Central State Univ.

Central State Univ.

Univ. of Wsconsin

Shaw Uiveor 3si7

Shaw Jnivorcity

Howard University

North Carolina State
Umrverc ty

South Carolina Stte

San Francisco State

Stanford University

Predominan
White 

or 3

P.2B,

P.B.

Pow.

P.23B

p.3 0

p*w*

P. W

pe

IED

LtlL

Mad1 c Wia c

acli

WlbaeioNC0

Raleigh N. C

I,

Orangebur

S CS;n Francsco,
Caifria

Palo <)

Calfoni
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A PROFILE OF THE B.ACK STUDENT ORGANIZA TIONS STUDIED

Name of Organization

FMO Black Student
Alliance

Black Student Alliance

Student Afro-American

Society y

A g

I year

3 rmo inths

1 year,
2 months

Umversity orCollege

Northwestern University

amory '.Jniversity

Rutger Uriversity

-Pr e dominantly
White.or Black

P. W.

P. W,

.'vans ton,
fllinois

A tlanta,

Geo rgia

New Bruns
wick, i , a J. ii
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Gaskins does not say how many interviews he conducted

He does say that 31% of his interviews were conducted on

public, predominantly black campuses, another 31% on public,

predominantly white campuses, 15% at private, predominantly

black institutions, and 23% at their white counterparts. He

mentions, also, that despite the fact that he is black, he

experienced difficulty establishing his credibility since he

was working for the Department of Justice. Further, interviews

could not be conducted on five campuses originally chosen:

the organization at Lincoln University in Oxford, Pennsylvania,

was found to be inactive during the summer months; "at two of

the originally designated schools (Bishop College in Dallas,

Texas, and Texas Southern University in Houston), black student

organizations were either not welcomed on campus or were removed;

and on two campuses (Wilberforce University, Wilberforce, Ohio,

and Columbia University, New York City), the interviewer was

unable to conduct an interview.0 " Despite these problems there

is a good deal of interest in the study, The following is my

attempt to put together the data presented, their interpretations

by Gaskins, and relevant commentary from other consultants.

Organizational Goals

Organizational goals were conceptualized in terms of the

promotion of black awareness and identity (7 organizations)

and, by the remaining 6 organizations, various black student

issues, e.g., black student unity, communication, social

organization, and a black curriculum. G-askin interprets these
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goals and reasons for organizing as "consistent" among pre-

dominantly black and predominantly white institutions but he

notes that:

"Black students at predominantly black institutions seem
to have organized basically, to remove the apathetic
"hangup" on their campus, to initiate academic changes
at their institution, and to confront discriminatory
practices in the community that surrounds their university
or college. Black students at predominantly white in-
stitutions seem to have organized to make their institution
more relevant to black students, to make themselves aware
of "who they are,"

While the data are not presented in such a manner as to allow

direct confirmation, the latter interpretation appears to be

consistent with observations by David Reisman, James Conyers,

Edgar Epps, Peter Rose, and others (see Reisman's letter, dated

January 9, 1969)that there is a great deal of variation among

black students in their protest activity. The older, state

institutions tend to be more vocationally oriented and con-

servative, perhaps even "Uncle Tom" in perspective. Hence,

student protests might be expected to be directed to change of

these more traditional institutional trapings. Thus, a respondent

from Unity for Unity, at Central State University stated that the

organization was formed "to bring the struggle of black people

to CQSOU." Black identity and unity in the midst of a milieu

dominated by whites emerge as primary concerns on predominantly

white campuses; The Student Afro-American Society of Rutgers

University was formed in part at least "to promote black unity

and awareness," and at Northeastern University the FM0 Black
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Student Alliance replied to this question, "basically, to increase

communication among black students in an environment that was

hostile to that0 " Organizational goals change, however, and

most of these students are aware of this fact and anticipate

change, Approximately one-third of the respondents indicated

that future goals "would probably depend on the national scene,

a clear indication of their identification with and sensitivity

to events beyond the campus.

James Conyers, a young black sociologist at Indiana State

University, speaks eloquently regarding these matters. Both

he and Edgar Epps, of Tuskegee, cited the higher level of

sophistication of black students on northern white campuses,

on the one hand, compared to the more rural and southern back-

ground of the majority of students at many predominantly black

southern schools. Conyers writes:

"In addition to differences related to ecology I think that
the nature and range of demands by black students on white
campuses in the North is different from those of blacks on
black campuses0  In general the former group wants more
black students, more black professors, administrators,
office space for blacks in student unions, black couches,
black curriculum, etc., as if black students on Negro
campuses have always had most of these demands as a
condition of history and segregation. Black students on
black campuses are concerned about the relevance of the
black college as a community agent of change, i.e.,
relevance to the black community0  Certainly they also
want "blackness" in curriculum, but they are more concerned
about the "tyrannical" and "colonized" manner in which black
institutions are rune They want a free black university,
not a university with indulging white-board members, who act
as if they are overseeing a plantation, as if black students
are inferior through the maintenance of archaic programs and
procedures -- a simple staying function with little novelty
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or boldness It seems to me that many of the young black
faculty members and students are beginning to come to these
types of conclusions or judgements. Many blacks I have
talked to about black colleges are not raising the questions
so many whites raise about whether Negro colleges are good
enough for whites. Rather, they seem to be saying that if
Negro colleges are not good enough for blacks they are not
good enough for anyone. Further, there are not enough

black heroes who are evident in names of streets in the
black community where black colleges are located, endowed
chairs, use of Negro lawyers and business concerns where
the college business is concerned, etc. They want black
policemenon the campus and in areas where the college is

located, if for no other reason than to minimize the types
of situations that occurred at Texas Southern University
(policemen shot; Tougaloo, police firing on a dormitory;

South Carolina State (3 students shot in back by local
policemen - see Pat Waters, Events at Orangeburg, Southern
Regional Council Report); etc. 2 "

Black Power

"Black power" is a "sensitive and important" phrase to

these. students, according to Gaskins. It is variously inter-

preted in terms "deemed 'functional'" by each organization.

Six of the 13 organizations stated their belief that "black

awareness" is the most important aspect of black power, 4 regard

political and economic cc

organizations .believe "bl

relationship of these def

discussed, above, is clear

Statements illustrate

black power include the f

1. Black Awareness:
Power. Rather

2. From a letter fr

January 15, 1969.

nsiderations as primary, while 3

ack unity" to be most important. The

Cinitions to the organizational goals

ir.

hive of these points of view concerning

following:

"We didn 3t use the words iBlack
we used ?Black Consciousness

om James Conyers,' dated K6
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a kind of realization, a kind of knowledge of what
has contributed to where we are today; history --
how can we form values different from whites, to
become conscientious of psychological outlets; to
realize that we think we pre inferior and why, the
reasons why we think we're inferior; then we can

realize that we are not inferior at all," (Black
Student Alliance, Emory University).

2. Political and Economic Considerations: "To be

militant and work in areas of politics and
economics," (Black Order of Revolutionary
Emancipation, Central State University)e

3o Black Unity: "Unity-culturally, academically,
religiously, economically, and politically,"
(Congress for the Unity of Black Students,
Shaw University) ; "Black people deciding what
they want and doing it; Abe Lincoln's. theory -
for, of and by the people," (FMo Black Student
Alliance, Northwestern university).

Relations on Campus and in the Larger Community

Administrative response to the formation of these black

student organizations apparently was not enthusiastic, As

noted earlier, Gaskins reported he was unable to secure

interviews on two campuses because organizations "were either

not welcomed -or were removed 0 "3 Among those organizations

studied response by administ

as follows:

Passive -
Antagonist
Helpful -

3. At one of- the schoo

University, Dean Kenneth Pol

Union recently has been form

believes Texas Southern is "
in the other school referred

College.

native officials was described

31% Afraid - 15%
ic - 23% No response - 8%

23%

ls so identified, Texas Southern
lett reports that a Black Student
ed.0 Dean Pollet indicated that he
more tolerant" in this respect than
to in this way by Gaskins, Bishop

i
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I

I

I

i

i
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In. the "AnLagonistic" category, students active in organizing

these groups reported being threatened with expulsion from school,

T jailing, and delivery of names to draft boards.

The value of relationships 'between these organizations and

their colleges or universities is not further developed. It is

clear, however, that the organizations all are critical of their

institutions for "perpetuating the system (our racist society)"

in a variety of ways. Four organizations mentioned specifically

in this regard the fact that U. S. Armed Forces are allowed to

recruit on their campuses. Five "stated that their schools

perpetrate tthe systems in many social activities, i.e., sports

and Greek letter organizations. Greek letter organizations are

designated because they practice discrimination and are allowed

to use school facilities."

Seven of the 13 organizations indicated that there were groups

of whites on their campuses "who are attempting to create a better

society." It may be that these seven campuses are all of the

predominantly white institutions visited, but Gaskins does not

further identify them. For the same reason, the fact that 5

organizations report' that they feel they have influence with such

white groups, while 8 do not, is meaningless. It is of interest,

however, that no organization reported "promoting activities in

white communities" in response to a specific question.

All but two of the organizations studied stated that 80% or

more of their membership volunteered to become members while the

-remainder were recruited. Most felt that they would receive 100%o
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support from their fellow black students "if they initiated a

campaign - protest or other action o" Of the several techniques

of confronting problems or issues mentioned by the respondents,

"Demonstrations were deemed. the most successful o . " Other

techniques mentioned were political strategy, verbal and written

propaganda. Several of the organizations mentioned specifically

utilizing one or another of these techniques immediately following

the assasination of Martin Luther King. "All . . . stated or

implied that the national impact of King s death was a positive

factor" contributing to the success of these efforts, Here, again,

the importance of events shaping the movement - a point stressed

throughout the report of the Task Force on Violent Aspects of

Protest and Confrontation - is very clear.

Respondents were asked, "What relevant changes should your

university/college make in regard to curriculum to meet the needs

of poor black people?" Six organizations "think that their in-

-stitution needs to involve itself more in the black commit

and/or adjust its curriculum in order to become more relevant to

black Americans," while seven stated that their schools need to

change attitudes "about black people in order to become more

relevant" to black Americans. The only specific responses listed

as things institutions "should be doing" in order "to perpetrate

the YBlack Movement2 " were "instituting black courses" and "aiding

black students and organizations financially (4 organizations

each), "involvement in the black community" (1 organization) and

"staying out" (1 organization)
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Most of the organizations reported successful project activity

on campus or in the commn~ityo Included were projects in "black

education - history and/or culture, " "tutorial - elementary and'

high school students, " and communityy sponsored projects -

clean-ups and demonstrations like the Poor Peoples i Campaign0
1

Discussion

Gaskins quotes a black student leader (unfortunately not

identified as to institution) as follows:

Black students are mad~. They are mad at America
and all of its practices0 They are mad at the paradox
of justice and equity that exists in America0 Black

-students want change (positive change). Black students
are now leading their people on th.e path of freedom and
not, as in the past, on the paths of acceptance and avoid-
ance. They are not portraying the role that their "educated"
ancestors played, the role that was labeled by E. Franklin
Frazier as being a "Black Bourgeois0o" Black0 0 0 yes0Apathetic 0 0 no0 They are black, aware, and sensitive
to the reality of the American situation0 Why are these
young, intelligent blacks different? Why are they re-
jecting the many niceties offered by America?

"When I was a child I thought as a child0 I spoke as
a child, I understood as a child0 But when I became a man,
1 put away childish things0a" Black Americans are not "boys "
anymore; they have "put away childish things. " For theybelieve that accepting tokenism is childish; accepting second
class citizenship is childish; accepting discrimination is
childish; accepting inhumane and irrational treatment is*
childish, and not opposing those elements that impose psycho--
logical slavery upon mon is being less than a child0 Black
students are realistic men; they are determined to awake
the "system" from its pseudo-democratic sleep, or, if neces-
sary, to put the "system" into a deeper sleep 0 death."

And Gaskins reports, further, that "All of the black student

leaders that I have spoken with havementioned the importance of

communication with other black student Organizations. They all have

__ 1in11
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desire to know what s happening .-with the organizations in the

other regions of America. Many organizations have been communicating

with. other black student organizations in their particular area but

not with those in other parts of America."

Gaskins' interpretation of his data and experiences with the

student leaders he studied is appropo in this context:

The desire for black unity was stressed by all the
interviewers The desire to "get together" is deemed
most important. It seems as if the means for obtaining

black unity, i. e., how should the organization promote it.,
has caused a degree of disequilibrium within those organi-
zations. But intragroup conflict is engulfed in the pro-

cess of organization which will, if one is aware of this,

lead. to increased group solidarity.

After analyzing the attitudes of the black student

leaders and reviewing the present programs and future

plans of their organizations, I see the birth of a great
social phenomenon, the United Black American Front0  This

United Black American Front will be the end product of a

series of black alliances.

The first black alliance will take place between the

students in the form of a black student coordinating council.

The second alliance will take place between the black stu-

dents and the black community. I feel that these alliances

will occur in three stages: local, regional and national.

Unity accompanied by power -is the destiny of black Americans

It seems apparent that the militancy of black-students has

increased very considerably over. the past very few years, and

that it extends to a broad spectrum of campuses, regionally and

in terms .of racial composition and historical educational mission

of faculty, student body, and administration. It is clear that

black student protest .has assumed the proportion of a social

movement, as evidenced by the strong expressed need fo:r'

communication with black student groups throughout the country



and for unity of black students ini promoting common interests,*

The very recency o-f these activities, and their developing character,

however, render difficult generalization as to the dimensions and

directions of the movement,

All observers agree that black student protest is more

focussed than are the several strands of white student activism.

Black student activists are united in their concern for the

rights and the welfare of black people in this country, and there

is evidence that the emergence of black nations and political

leaders elsewhere in theo world is of considerable significance to

the movement. The influence on black student protest of "revolu-

tionary struggles of the Third World" doubtless varies from one

campus to another, but it can hardly be denied as a relevant

factor of considerable import. Even the names of black student

organizations (see Table 1) testify to these interests and

influences.

Th~e relationship between black and white student activism

also is extremely complex9 The confrontation tactics of the

new left serve as a challenge to black students who until recently

have "tended to be individualistic, assimilationist, and politically

indifferent" (SkoltlicM, 'Chapter IIT, Po 70). The competition

*The nature of student demands on a variLety of campuses

also testifies to the social movement character of these

testifies that the "demand" of black students at that institution

for a Department of Black Studies emerged only after a group of

black students had occupied a university building9 , This "demand"

had not been discussed prior to this time and the university already

ha~d developed an interdepartmental program of studies covering-the

subject matter of such a department, The demand, which is very

similar to demands in other institutions, was unrelated to previous.

I. ~ requests for discussions with the university faculty and administration.

I.,.

y 1k



between white and black activists is a double edged sword,

tending to escalate the demands and the willingness to engage

in extreme behavior of both groups, thus perhaps confirming

one of the points in the "case for confrontation tactics" which

is presented by militants. (Skolgiic , Chapter III, p0 27) Reisman

suggests that "when black and white militants are severely acting..9

the whites..0feel the need to show that they are as virule and

tough as the blacks - often no easy task for them because they

feel they have been more sheltered." The pressure exerted by

whites on blacks, however, is more subtle, amounting to what

Reisman refers to as "the new colonialism." "This is the more

subtle pressure white radicals put on black undergraduates (and.

to a lesser extent black faculty) to be race men0 0 .such whites

are at least as likely as black radicals to cite Franklin Frazier's

book, Black Bourgeoise, as a kind of one-upmanship vis-avis

upwardly mobile black students and faculty members0  They want

blacks to have soul! often rather than mind0 " This, type of

pressure, it should be made clear, occurs between black student

activists and moderates among students, faculty, and administration,

as well as between white radicals and blacks0  The new colonialism

describes the latter phenomenon, but on many campuses pressures

are even greater among blacks who are 'located at various points

in the academic community0

Gaskin's paper, treated at length above, does not speak to

the attitudes of black student organizations toward violence or

__- I
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non-violence, p se0  These organizations seem to be less oriented

than is non-student black militancy to "self-defense and the

rejection of non-violence," however, and they appear also to be

less insistent on "cultural autonomy and the rejection of white

values; and political autonomy and community control, " if by

these terms is meant separatism rather than integration.- Demands

by some black students for separate dormitories and other facilities

are far from unanimous among black students and quite likely

appear anomalous and regressive to many students who have attended

segregated institutions and in other ways lived segregated lives

Such demands have been rejected by several black spokesmen of

national stature, such as RT>y Wilkins aic Carl Rowan, While

Wi:Lkins may be regarded as "ut. of tune" with today s black youth,

as Dean Pollett suggested to me, many who are not, including

Dean Pollett, feel strongly hat separates demands are not the

answer to the problem of bl:"k students, or of black people

generally in this country.

Dean Pollet speaks to another aspect of student protest -

both black and white- - which i too often forgotten in our .

concern with what appears to be new about the "generation gap. "

This is the fact, that demon- ,tr Lti)n and protest are fashionable

now, and there i s, especially in the behavior of youngsters in

the course of such activities, a good deal of- what Dean Pollett

referred to as "byjinxo' Just as it is inaccurate and unwise to

view all who protest against the war as being of the same stripe

politically or philosophical-ly, so also students vary greatly in



their motivations to protest and in their willingness to engage in

specific activities related to protest.* Some who participate do

so in large part because they want to be. "where the action is."

The festive atmosphere which characterizes many demonstrations

reminds some of us of the panty raids of the 1950's. The

seriousness of purpose this generation of students - their

dedication to ''moral solutions to moral problems," to quote

President Abrams - should not blind us to the fact that they

are young people still, having a good time remains' an important

motivation for many, now as always. Contributing to broadening

the base of participation is the fact that some enjoy the attention

that it brings0  Others may exploit.

In the element of exploitation is another of the dilemmas

in interpreting contemporary black student protest. There is,

as the Task Force report makes clear, a body of opinions-widely

shared-that student protest today is heavily influenced, to some

degree financed and directed, by. the "International Communist

Conspiracy." One such advocate is Dr. George Viicent, head of

the National Education Program of Harding College, in Searcy,

Arkansas0 I spoke with Dr. Harding at length over the telephoned

He expressed himself most forthrightly to the effect that "my

conviction is in accord with Jo Edgar Hoover." Dr. Vincent bases

his interpretation on reports of the World Congress of Communist

*For systematic treatment of variations among a sample of

the population at large,: see discussion of the Commission survey

on attitudes related to political violence in the report of the

Task Force on Assasination.
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parties were advised to concentrate their attention on exploited

people throughout the world. In the United States the Party

was directed to attract Negroes in common cause against

capitalist exploitation. Dr. Vincent was quite explicit in

his belief that the "educated elite" among black militants

are Communist.

I asked others about this thesis. The opinion shared by those

to whom I talked is that, while the effort described by Dro Vincent

may have been attempted by some few ideological 
or political

Communists in this country, the great majority of the leaders

and other participants are untouched by such influence and are,

rather, motivated by legitimate grievances. All agreed that,

while "the system" would be threatened by inattention to these

grievances, most black student activists would 
prefer to preserve

the system rather than destroy it.

This extremely complex matter does not admit of easy

interpretation or solution. Perhaps a more reasonable interpretation

of the exploitation theme is that suggested by David Reisman:

"What this all adds up to is that a few black students both

on white and on black campuses may mobilize other black

students against parietal regulations or other such

"oppressions" whenthe actual interest of the radicals 
is

in finding the racial analogue to the union organizer's

bread and butter issues and not in these intra-university

problems themselves."

I hope to learn more about this movement in the days to come,

when again I have access to an FTS line and to the data and

further opinions of a variety of consultants.
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NATIONAL COMMIISSION ON THE CAUSES AND PREVENTION OF VIOLENCE

January 6~ 969

Professor David Reisman
Center for Advanced Study in

Behavioral Sciences
202 Junipero Serra
Stanford, California 914305

Dear Dave:-

Thanks for the suggestionS as to persons to contact

concerning the contemporary scene on black college campuses.

I will begin calling these people this afternoon.

Let me check one impression with you. As I recall our

conversation, you felt that the machismo competition between 
F

blacks and whites sometimes acts as a prod for one group or

the other to perform in a more militant manner. I believe

you said that you felt blacks respond to white militants in

this way more often than whites respond to blacks. The Cox

Commission Report on Columbia on the other hand suggests thatF

white students at Columbia responded in some measure at least

to pressure from blacks in that institutions problems last

year.

- We would very much appreciate any further suggestions you F

may have .concerning people to contact and especially your own

opinions with respect to these questions. Our interest is

stimulated as I indicated over the phone by Ambassador Harris'

and Judge Higginbotham's opinions that black students on black

-campuses tend to protest for much the same reasons that whiteF

students on white campuses, that is less inl the interest of

black militancy than against university policies and other more

local problems. On be other hand, I have the imnpressionl that

at Ambassador Harris' own University, namely Howard, students

are protesting in. part precisely because they fell the Univer-

sity has not been sufficiently responsIve to black needs and
on the basis of other black militant concerns.

F F_

.11
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Professor David Reisman
January 6, 1969

Any wisdom you might be ablre to share with us on this
matter will be much appreciated. I am sure you are enjoying
the Center and I only regret that we will not overlap, but
perhaps we will have a chance to talk at other times.

Cordially,

James F. Short, Jr.
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CENTR FO ADVANCED STUDY IN THE1 BEHAViOcRAL SCIENCES

F 202 Junipero Serra Boulevard * Si~n ford, Califojrniai 94305 Telephone (4151 321-2052

ii

9 January 1969

Dr. James Short, Jr.
National Committee for the Study of Violence
Jackson Place, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20506 re: Negro Colleges

Dear -Jim:

I seem to have mislaid the piece of. paper on which I wrote your address and
I hope my secretary can find the address of the~ commission and send this on.
If not, I can find it from the people at the Center.

I imagine that you .know James Lauec., who has been working for the Department
of Justice's Commnity Relations Service and who, prior to that, wrote his
thesis on SNCC and taught sociology at Emory. lHe would be a pretty good in-
formnant, I would think. He is now working with Robert Rice.

After your call I had a chance to talk to Peter Rose, chairman of the sociology
department at Smith College and an old hand at the s tudy of race relations
both in this country and in the United Kingdom. H~e agreed with me that there
were great variations and he went on to cay that in most of the provincial
and usually Negro colleges, student protest was still directed at the severe
restrictions of the administrations and had little to do with the new Black
m>.litancy, as such1 utj(m the opportunity to .protest Diat the helping hand
extended by white colleges - thus, at NeYG';SfIor example, some protests
could be'directed at the sponsorship program of Brown University, and, in
that sense, take on some of the line5ent of the Black student protests on
many white campuses (such as Brown).

Ifyuwanted to talk to someone who has had experience as a whiteacist

on a Black campus, you might talk to Paul Garvur, a teaching fellow in his-
tory at Harvard, a Catholic radical who taught at Southern in Baton Rouge
and I think was let go there and who also knows Xavier in New Orleans; he is
finishing his graduate work at Harvard under Professor Richard Hunt who
also knows a lot on the subject through his involvement in the intensive
summer studies program that brings Black undergraduates to Harvard, Yale,
and Columbia for a summer of intensive work. Hunt has visited a good many
in search of candidates for the program.

secretary in Cambridge will sign and send this off for me. With good
wishes,

Sincerely,

David Riesman~I~
DR/ms

jI



CENTeR FOR iDVANC[D STUDY IN THE BiEHAVIOrAL SCIENCES

202 Junipero Scrra Boulevard Stanford, California 94305 Teleplione (415) 321 -2052

13 January 1969

Dr. James F. Short, Jr.
National Commission on the

Causes and Prevention of Violence
726 Jackson Place, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20506

Dear Jim;

I had already written you as the result of our telephone conversation, but
your letter of January 6 is helpful in clarifying the problem further and
in making clear what it was I had in mind.

(1) On white campuses I think there are two phenomena which need to be dis-
tinguished. One is certainly what the Cox Commission report on Columbia
suggests, namely, that when Black and white militants are severally acting,
there is a competition in militancy and the whites certainly feel the need
to show that they are as virule and tough as the Blacks - often no easy
task for them because they feel they have been more. sheltered.

(2) However, I had in mind something a little different from this. This
is the more subtle pressure white radicals put on Black undergraduates
(and to a lesser extent Black faculty) to be race men. Of course, thgs
isn't new and I'm sure that you're familiar with it, Such whites areeast
as likely as Black radicals to cite Franklin Fraesr's book, Black our-
geoie_ as a kind of one-upmanship vis-a-vis upwardly mobile Black students
and faculty members. They want Blacks to have "soul" often rather than
mind. This is what I've spoken of as the new colonialism. One cnno-~
get a combination of items one and two, Black students partly radicalized
in response to white expectations and then forcing whites to be no less
radical.

(3) This can happen on a Negro campus as well as on a white one. Howard
University is a good exatnplc. Some of the white faculty who left to
go to Federal City College were as much involved in the demonstrations
there last year as Black faculty like Nathan Hare ,_- Your own im-
pression of Howard seems at a distance correct to mc.

(4) What this all adds up to is that a few Black students both on a white
and on a Black campus may mobilize other Black students against parietal
regulations or other such "oppressions" when the actual interest of the
radicals is in finding the racial analogue to the union organizer's
bread and butter issues and not in these intra-university problems them-
selves. And this is where my knowledge stops: my guess is that at a
place like Norehouse one would find both kinds of Black militancy, where
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, gna College in August§yGeorgia or possibly South Carolin State atorangeourg one would mostly find local -issues.

(5) I have tried to think of additional people wh- you might consult orwho would know others to whom to turn, And I thought of my friend John.Jle at Ui nston Sale former education advisor to former Governor Terry
Sanford who wrote a book (to which 1 wrote a small introduction) called10 en about civil rights at Chapel Hill who knows many of theBlack activists such as Floyd McK3issici Nl

lk ..rrm North Carolina. You -mighttalk with him and ask him for leads, His: address: 438 Main Street,inston-Salem, North Carolina.

My secretary in Cambridge will sign and send this on. I'm 'sorry, too,that we will not overlap at the Center, but I hope we can talk another
day.

Cordially,

David Riesman (a
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NATIONAL COMMISSION ON THE CAUSES
AND PREVENTION OF VIOLENCE

726 JACKSON PL., N'.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506
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from Jerry Skolnick's Task Force and isbeing forwarded to you for your informa-
tion.
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Thei~ Amrin St3udent; LMovemnent

Richard Flacks

Nextto the racial crisis, the "revolt of the youth" 'has

neLeas3.rly come; to be defined as the major source of social conflict

and tne major svmotom of social change in American society. It is

r:tnic so recognize tna m1ammmer refe-rred to in most mublic

:ascussions of this issue as a single phenomenon .("g enerat iona l coni ct

ut...'eellion","the new left", etc0 ) consists really of several

distinct movements; these movements are interrelated in a number o

but they have somewhat L.IIrent roots 0

L --- *.t n 1 mJ1isL cle rthat3 theo student m2ovemi

d:Lced as follows:
toa..o _ rican students feel some idenlification ith

o.rent is estimate is based on Harris Poll data indic at in

t..;o fome 2 o Amric n students now in school have taken par

in at leJ on b'alic demonstration

Teaa o.JfScus oforIgarized student .rotest concerns the Vietnam

ara. its domstic ramification; close t one-half of Americn

c use nave p eced some +i . £rin the last year concerng.fla

thaa erat, itary recruiters, military researchL andi other

-- ledisuarotests concerning racial issues are t__

' o ocus of org.ani_ zedL movement activity, thoujn t:LS

_i among wirite students over the s few yetrs. eurely

a isul'rarely spark ilajor camps confrontations, Aou

.- , ^ ''::,it t h

ent may
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i ° enced prote t oa ve ' i : ae1d i C i Jt O l , u4

1VJY'Ou-.QJ i~is sudent ower,£
-~~~~~~ or ] iyn cnl-L

.Jir ,C CL:LflL 0 LO C b ie tUjG.~U.J- )uCeLtL .Ji i)

C c:j +o i15 1C67-68 academic year

do rations on 62 camu :es countingn only do

t5or more soud ilo) By the second half of the year,

2 tions at 101 schoolS. These

Sa unoub 'r 'el r'VimateS- since te o sed SOer
-(r 1.L1t ec the NA M oreover, they do not

/.. + Goluoia nor follo-up demonsr2ra oniS
in c t.'e jfncf.(e VS iou VoumDa 2~o

-. ere reaction to administraJtivfe respoSsO to initial demonstrate

Ucoonh o NA so 55,000 student. partici-LaCed in the nearly

re thet ealliec Cl-os- to one thousand of these

(not coultng Columbia) were arrested, and a'out two thousand

rm, o'n ofdiciplinary citation at their schoo1

- c -,or tha half involved some Loal

,1 r Co -on or Go..')L.Oi o ve actions of. inividuals or opera on

-n Tn e second half of the school year, i.

ieteors counted ten deo1 nst:.ati ons int wG ch .n r.. . V

c . o. osideraole violence" (usually involving

co lo^ ions wi police, destruction' of campus property, or

1 ," uet . , At l east 78 peooie were injure

1~~" 0r st:durn the second half of he ye (a sn
n us;; . dem. V m l ^ -

-1 the 3firt nalf of the year 8 of

Se o strations involved issues related to Vietnam, especic 7Lly

Guton of Dow Chemical or military recruiters using ca> puS

- To:l the second half, the predominant issues related

nd nearly half of the demonstrations were initiated by

s-tudent-s Although directly comparable data for pre

ot available it does seem clear that the number of

- VonsV and the disr ".tivenes of their intent an effect

A creased over tne past year as did actual incidents of

. cal violence 7ith respect to violence, three major types of

i tne post prevalent on--campus violence occurred
-. e oc "" d h ls rv

c - iO we~' e \c led-L to. disperse acampu demontratiO oe

h ; F1 i;cal inCiury, including the .death of treoe tue

Sr2outh Cao liha, were a consequence of police acuions

heDocs of 2aining entry into cam us buid n~ -\ -. '*.
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-' y ... .~ : z n, ; h1e r c i s o n e n o t l o n a L
dt n .c a Democrtjc Society, which-- - .

*:10ou ore .redcOa activist in the student moveraent.
E e cis abou 7,000 "naiona?,l" (ioe. dusoei memoirs

nat 55,00 members in its several hundred local chapters
cc n Go ata collected by Richard Peter son of the Educational

T(;tin device, there were, in 1965 SDS chapters (or o other
Lo.gan.izai ns) o1 2 of American campuses; 'y

- moer had growa to 46 (a figure la-rger than that claimed

coD an in competition wit other new and old left g~rouainas- *now hoever, 4-' vastuly ovearshadowvs in sze and reputation
C) o oe:l n--w ing; groups (such as the DubBois Clubs, the Yount

. c le Miiance, Progressive Labor, and the Camou s ADA). In structure
[1' 1. .really ah loo fede.ration of diverse local chapters and

' ia tendencies .ach chapter has comlete autonomy; in recent
one iona... crecisiLon-mekin~ 'bodies and the national1 conventionGr failed to established an0y leer-cut policies or programs.

E na.L o~fce in Chic sgo serves primarily to keepmeerinomdcavity and through a weekly newspaper, circulates

'vo o c.l isptation and progriamrIatic suggestions. 'The national
ional O'ceamcndur-+ '- -

.eo '- -: couct educational progr.s amon the memoe.sh
or anize new chapters and to keep a flow of liter nature

:; o campu, reou.s. althoughh SDS chapte-s were .responile
i G on-c.po odenonatrations last year, including: o con. u i) la reoli on there is no evidence that such demonstrations

r ecedor~ pnned-in any central fashion. iDS publications
na Lers advocate "student power", "isiui l resistance"

s t;e lintry.of the campus" and disrupting uniersiesstteic perspectives foradn the ".v
ot But uc such dem~onsttrt ionrpu cunctions and the decision om ^rtic uir

__ 
w

.gusa he a cao'ous demonstrations do not

arc. o o ncanoers at eil DS convenons have typicallysister coordinaed n ional prorams of dpemo ai+t o aeenpro ed; overe deo ia n iiL ;i t

-CLuCl Unat al' sin 
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I O f i forts at t1educationl"--_.hat is,

:} C .. L .L- x " n s, 1 'to co L.Lect their moral dutra e

0: fr ion to a genera1lcriticiLsA of the political

' ocial o 10-- a :c iLcism whici locates the source of major

* *oa c soc al p o.Le"s in the capitalist ecQnofic system,

the.:. i '1eriai fo g policy, thie bourgeois culture,, and the

Oci a1 rlu io. of American society If that analysis

iu'rs D lead.1_I_, ",ers seem to believe, then many who a dopt

iLi of co ventioflal politics and piece-meal

rer c as a way of chang irg the system, arid will instead see

the necessity of overthrowing capitalism, and of adopting a generally

essa ndJ destructive stance towrd establisherl authority and

st.tutions, For many in SIDS, the process of radicalization

occurs primarily t rough c.onfrontations with university and

Iolitical authority; -for others, the process is seen as oeter

serve b persuading students to engage in "organizing" efforts

off th capus, among potentially radical "constituencies"

second. major force on the c aius is the black student

'ct T is no national organization. of black students,

but " ck udent Union" and "Afro-Aeric n -Associations"1 exist

on ost ca'puse having any significant number of black students.

'hese gr's are very recent, for the most parh, and have eere

in he asttwoyeas wththe ubbanizd>im and separatist.m

0 the i3 ro protest 1oveaent. Formerly, black students were on the

: , inuividualistic, assiinilati .nist and politically indiffereit;

he0 black power drive, however, has offered a clear direction for

euto i.egroes'~) to give collective expkression 6f their grievances

C. -'0~r tif,; with the. blaSck conmu "ity. 14'oreover', thie con coG

)0 , nower .L ntj'..L iu rly% cpr opriate to thie ca 'is ei1V7ro e::t--

*teorgaization4l of black students i rith eli own interest

ii

roe to be a. iom;er:Lui means for winnin: certain opportunities

-c or 4 - ulyaiabe These include, on ,iredoli inatly wit~ej

oa J 3 inc ee recruitmlent :of lackstudenlts anda staff,

>T u'1'. u.:voc t0 the hisory and culture of black :00091 ,

scl.ecuClcav.ii;.Jl progaS Gind finncil asv:isaco fOr uner ~r''1

Y 

i

an to- ideutia wit codtion blck blcmmuni t Moreoviith co-opiet it
Cowe isL J 4artiularl acrpia te to the aV usenvrone

ti to l.xl thettor cani tin of

croveditotibe aliefu byeansiforite to rdbck ts. ad

notpreiouly vaiabe. hes in lue on- p e omian lve wi bes~

-o th., i35roved tcdtins forG olak'ahlees prviio.fnieri

-_- ev e ir b ar n-



'. verstyfi_, Lcis.Black student sokesmen are rat .cast!

:t sw[ite radicals, especially in terms of tactict

e"o ;,tbut trpic lly black student orzganizatiohs are more

o be:oriented to wiin specific reforms and. concc: ;ions
So ?r. neotiated solutions to conflicts, than are u..roups

e ...DS iAono 'the great majority of black students now seem

prard .or very ilitant action in defense of their interests,

t;ey aree also far more interested in achieving benefits from.

the institution than in projecting a totally new society. Still, -

thrcv illin7cess to take militant actin is a major factor

in increasing the mlilitsnce of write students, whose commitments

to justc and. ecu'.lity are continuously greeted with skepticism

a.-ndi..Ion by blacks. ^hus it is clear that at Columbia the

wm.. ~i.entsei zure of various campus buildings was a direct

outcome of overtly expressed doubts by black students that the

waiLte. kere really prepared to do what was necessary to challenge

the university and' resist the police, It should be clear that,

for the ost prt, black students have more to lose in a personal

sense when they participate in civil 'disobedience than do

the ueually more affluent white students; on the other hand,

most of their protests have been more immediately effective

in tat tair demands have oeen highly specific, and often

fe,iymnageable within the existing framework of university

ut t ad so, as at Columbia, black students can call on

tlaset sy roli esunport from the wider black community. It se s

ler blck students will continue to be a major fac tor

in university it is less clear that they will indefinitely

osoe a direct challenge to university authority if their demands
7 1

se ad'ecuate .ly met..
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t organized exeLsi.n of student unrest may be found

th0. ol ineend.ent, "single iu , organic zations and

comitee whchflo urishl on most 'major camp uJs. The most imorrt n.xt

::O. O .ssue c 1.i Ln r Duos a re tho se o po sing: the V ietnam

'.r Gnd th ra The es] eace is a nntina imovement ou

u e y a refuse cooe u tio wit'.t Selective ServLce; m any
v: m thir draft cards or turned them; of these,

a...erave b e en reclassified as delinquent, 1 d inducted
and n rused to served The Resisuance sponsors periodic

rtca "ur " operates draft counselling services,
and(c agiee amiong studits and other youth in favor of

n.., -ccoo tio. with the war effort. Although highly diverse
and thorougi(lyv dlized, PesListance groups tend to have

i on a. cuimriu.ent to non-.vjil nce. A new Resistence tactic

n h coming perLod is likely to be the creation of sanctuariest
at church a1nd universities for draft resisters and army deserters0

This Corict entails giving shelter (usually public) to young men
.1l. hyaat incarceration for violating Selective Service or

armcd forces regul tions Symbolic or physical resistance to
law enforcement officials .on their arrival may be offered. These

actions are irrtonded to drarmatize the strong support of resistance
and its leGitimacy in the churches and on the campus, nd. to embarrass

ollmcials by requiring them to invade religiouss services, or disrupt
cam. s activities in order to arrest young men who are claimin-

tcy ac in trms of theiLr consciences.
Other ti-Or groups inc lude the Student Mobilization Committee

to Lc the War inVietnam, a. coordination body for a number of local
anI-war groups, as well as a variety of local independent action

com:ittees. The Mobilization-oriJented reups favor large mass demonstrate -
such as those red at the Pentagon in October, 1967 and in Chicago
e Democ.atic Convention. They have also sponsored nation-wide 1-dr

ude u " ikes aais the war, which have had some success.
re literlly,- hundreds of other single-isue committees

a uing-s on campusesi across the country, ranging from civil.rht
"H : to so:L~L ? t feeYt . r o- t; o sea freedom lea gue a Their diver sit a owh

t he .:idesread increase of* student participation in pubilic
sanK the yo .alstiLt& of campnus politics. Particular student

..... ti.....os cannot exist for very long, as new waves of students

I.I
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e cn u "retc ens" tend to be more conservative ta'ctically Cxio
0eia f or immediate action, than new groups arid.

neI udt. : :This is One reason why SIDS. ca:ipters are often,

.t'tu e c o' f .ction 0n U1paS t.cul.ar campus. An excellent

ill'ustrtinoftis process has been the Berkele-y campus scene;
e Irepec ovement vras largely the result of initiatives

e :.oy ra vely nlewi students rather than the pre°-established radic
tude it leadershhip; subseCuent student actions such a s the Vietnam .

Da' vommi tee and Stop the Draft Week have involved replacement
o. : .' ypes vwith new leaders.

A final form of student protest organization has to do
wi.t ) eCific and local oremen ts for campus reform and student
riaJ. n Although such organization is sometimes initiated by

the .tden t l eftb, it is very typically the case that movements

or grsater student power or for liberalization of rles, or
Cu ricJ s cnsoge, or against cen;:or4i are parkedX by 1

ujent s. In earlier generations campus politicians
iovenment leaers tended to'ce amoitious students

repredent. he " collegiate" fraternity-ased subcultures,
and 0 ten C o be cooperative with university administrators.

t f:.resent, orever, a more typic al pattern is for student
ove rnment to be = + actiLve in dcfIense of stunCtif in tre s

Cad in behalf of liberalization of rules. Today, the abitious
Ctudent politicians. end to run on platforms of "student power"
thi.r vta on "tpeCsonality". They thus reflect the fact that

the maort of Q tudents desire more iaol latitutde for
S:-)expre sa n, more .personal autonomy, end have a greater
conscio sness of their collective interes'ts than din previous

ertions o:f students. Moreover, tLe new style c' local campus
lics reflects the new seriousness of the present-dey student

, ad the recipitous decline if the old "collegiate", values
a - les. Thus one effect of the radical student movement has

bee i o catalyze what may be termed en indigenous student movement
fo unive ;i r form, that has the broad supp orb of students irresp

of t oir atti udes concern ing. general social and political issues.
rLsen the Na(tional student Assoc iation, the federation of

studnt government (a~nd a kind-of quasi-official student organization)
condct an a gressive national program supporting universit. reform

an student mower efforts.

I 0
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w1.riite student c ovement -aithoug l it ; }

"1I bocco"~clear t:ha'%~ m movement cannot be understood

rt ,t: x~er;1':'ng to thie other formsn o:f rebellion 'among young people

. ir fol r -:: . fl.LD

'si i coo~ aLvJ- V r"3K i 2sv\~ ~) L

.' '

T:he e:-cistence of a student movement in the. United States is

r relatively surprising phenomenons There is considerable precedenrr&

ci curs~for participation by sizable numbers of students in political

-ci ;.u~iy the most recent previous instance of such participation

was the period of the repression of the 193O0 59 when ~~gmany students

too1L: ;,art in peace campaigns and i dentif ied with. socialist and

*cot '.rnis move ments0  Indeed, it i s probable that groups of students

have played an active role in most previous periods of political and

social conflict in the US 0  There have also been periods of considerable ,
ln

stdet nest associated with 11on -campull rather than "ofXf-°campus"

condition 7a For instance, during the 19th century, students organized

to bring about very thoroughgoing reform f American colleges, by

c on.i,.rging the traditionalist, pietist character of their institutions

The .ra LernJity system,. intercollegiate athlet ics and. the modern

under ractuate curriculum are all, in large measure, products of 19th

cent ny students reform movements 0

I

j ~What is unnrecedent d about the student movement of the

1

:ixu ,ie ;is the degree to which it has been a movement of and bar students

directedcr tow'ar-d. change in the larg er society as well as theo ca m2.ns0

1



.a~rnCipaon by

Ter :J political inma.a ans if students hac primarily involved

achmentto adult parties nd organizations; there appears to be

n. rrecedent o:z: in this country for a political movement initiated

anddirected. by students themselves Second, the'present student

:ovement is unique in the extent towhich it has integrated specifically

~suCgjM concerns with general political concerns. Third, there appear

to bentcorecedents for a movement with such s strong generational

overtones; we have rarely had in the US such explicit emphasis on

conflict xx between the young and the old, nor have previous

student movements tended to define themselves in opposition. to

adult authority, z zxgxmbdkssLv nor have they claimed

to reu.desent youth or students as class, acting for themselves0

Finally, the present student "movement is certainly larger in size,

more widely distributed. on campuses throughout the country, more

militant tactically, more intensely alienated f rom established

authority and institutions, and has existed' for a longer time,

than any previous instance of student unrest or political involvement.

The emergence of a student movement in this decade was particularly

striking in view of. the fact that the decade of the Fifties was

characterized by widespread political indifference and apparent

conservatism on the ca:us. Observers of the. campus scene ten years

a:o univer sally remarked on the degree towhich conformity to conventional

values, and.attachment to purey private goals prevailed among students

There was no anticipation among social scientists and o ther knowledge able

ob::ervers ofi'the possibility that students in large numbers would.

shortly become en aged in substantial social action and protest.

Although the emergence of the student movement in the Sixties

has the appearance of "uddenne ss", .enkrJx_ xignschti..:i-r .,x_

it does have some roots in the previous decade. First, despite the
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.I orme 11n

, .l ma aonoat a' ieitwspos2.

nd on man mao.3r camp'uses, groups or "subcultures" of students

ere' nonm-conforming. Students with strong -intellecbual or aesthetic

esstended to group togetbher, and in viTn xxjys 1life--style

ud ver al attitude tendedL to reject "'square" convenionaliLsm

ano careerism, in favor of more experimental, intellectual, and. creative

oint at ion s. On some c ampuse s, small gr oup s of s tudent s m aint eine d

anJ in etin politics, andt various student socialist organizations

atace to :lef:t-wing; parties had several hundred members spread

run te country. iDuing~ thie Fifties, Th unorthod~on and rddca

students anid faculty experienced profound isolation and impotence,

due la~re:ely to the atmosphere of "fear" -and "security-consciousness"

created by "McCrthyism" and its expression in loyalty oaths,

F "I

congress i;nal investigations of campus "snibversion", and frequent

nsances of censorship~ an. reprisal tkk±en oy unive. itcy authorUit s~

iSu iJ. :.C: lve :2iiles ,.as. the 'ann-comsounist ' hyyteria beganI

to vwahc . there was a not ice'able, increase :Ln political expression

by iberalt ano. radical dissenters at several universities. This

was most evident- at Berkeley, a campus which, during the Fifties,

e r dnrx-rg ex drt had

a idly changing student body as the university increasingly

conenrated its recruitment on students at the too of their ni zh

Oschool class. Studies of Berkeley student opinion in the late Fifties,

sugg:ete that there was a strong correlation between academic

Seriousness and interest in liberalism and the enhance ment of cil

rties, y the la.te Fifties, a large number of intellectual

tu.e1ts ith.<. a. strong antipathy to c and a s tun intrest

n euation and ideas as such existed on the campus, and a campus

oliical party SLATE, arose out of this group to challenge the

omi.na'ion of student government by conservative, frateruity-oriented

eI-

Svdei SLAT alsoud texpaed o sit ion"s toarestricvetionsaofstuens

frem o e:ressin tate had seea hunred mebr spre.a.

-°~l. '''t COfI.Trn h ite U uotoI n dia



2:ormea inmus ~ poltial activity~. SLATE~i/may be regarded as the first
n e expression of the student movement of the Sixties.

aK l Despite the existence osmeorganized

proest action at .Berkeley during the lato Fifties, it is accurate
to date the reual beginnings of the ~student movement in early 1960.

Tkrn SLATE's act ivity, in retrospect, seems prophetic of whaat was
to happen nationally, but at the time it had little impact beyond
Une herkeley campus. A number of other major- universities resembled
Berke ley in having~ substantial subcultbures of inelcul non-coformis
and liberal students, but political action :did~ not emanatefrom these
groups until 1960, What trigg~ered the emergence of activism among

oup ~s of studdents in that year is not at all obscure. In February
l960, groups of' Negro students began to attack segregation in public

-ac . s, by entering and u"sitting-in'' at segregated lunch counters
<-any arts of the e Saouth. Many of these lunch counters were- situp ted
such chin-stores; as Wolworth' s and Kresge1 s, and Nmall groups of

people in the North saw a readily available means of supporting
th)outhern tudenrtsT deniands for desegregation-i. picketing
an bycottn N&{Lro thern branches of the chains. In a short time,

student groups on dozens of campuses h ad organized regular pickets
of' local. five-and-ten s. The success of the Southern sit-ins

rr

o theormatou1n of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Com ittee
n ore o maintain and enhance the organization of black students

n h ot for The purpose of ending segregation. Many of the
wt e student group s similarly f ormal ize d thsir organizations

* o~r ~otin e s onot fr te southern movement. Me anwhile ,
stuets had. begun to act on other issues, especially atBerkeley

eneectuerj;s had en age;~d in demonstrations at the e'cecution of
ryl Onessne and,. in a Iparticularly imitie dramatic isae

aheriLngs of the Hiouse UnAmrican Activities CommitteeiSa rnic
Teati-HUAC demonstrations received intense publicity- nationally, pa :t~

t ,
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st nfluence" among the y~uth, but which instead d.ramatizedU

nz ~ y students that demontrations5 and direct action could Lave

:ositive effect in challenhginl unjust authorities and policieCs

Itudent political. interest was further inspired by the fact that

students uisewihere in the world-for examrrple, in Korea, Turkey a.nd

~can--.were engaged. in massive end.. tumultuous demonstrations vihich,

in some cases led-to 1the fall of governments

.
I,

As the Treedom movement spread in the South, the Nor-thern

mrovement of support grew. Hundred-s went South to help in the struggle,

w.ie in the Norbh, vari-ous f forms of sympthy actions were organized.

By the Fall of 1961, there was evidence of considerable self-consciousnes

among students ative in civil rights and- civil liberties projects-

an iLcrsingly articulate view that students had both the responsibility

and. th-e poower to organized themselves fors attacks on injustice

in the society. By late 1961, students beg an to use some of

e techniques of no-violent direct action-marches, vigils, pickets-

e0..ired by the civil rights movement, to protest aspects of American

oi in policy. In particular, strong student concern about the

ucerrms race nucleOr testing and civil defense becee manifest

d prompted. the first national student demonstration in several

decadeis-the Washaton Peace March of February, 1962.

x though many of the students who participated in these

t s tendCedCt define them primarily as moral responses to

..eZ:c - by e e196 Sta in e 1lectual Sil - G
I . .. cs eye t

issuess 1 small groups of I itllcta -t

oeg.n to perceive that the various ad 1o.protests might have

;re era politic a implications In developing their social

i )wisi the student intellectuals were greatly aided by the

Lou arene of new ra.ticalsocial criticism in the UJS and Western .uro

!

I1 rF!.. . . . . . .

1S Ju.J- o s cr ve a th varousas loc rotets ightha1

1~iaiOeS eelpn hi Oi



h'e mst influential American critic was the sociologist C. Wright

<ii.Ls, w;os.:e w:ork on the power elite, and the co ld war and its -

e- _:fec;ats a.on democracy. was i'a dehn2wtin was very important

in helping young activists define their politics. - By 1962,
a number of little magazines had begun to appear on several

campuses;, espousing the need for a new radical ideology, critically

examining the cla., sic doctrines of radicalism, and announcing the

polQitical links between the civil rights, disarmament and poverty issues
aanwh ile, in ngland, university based intellectuals had. formed

what they were calling a "new left", which aimed to regenerate

socialist: thought by breaking with communist and social democratic

othoOLoxies

Anong the multiplicity of student groups which formed at this

time tIe he students for a Democratic Societys Its founders

included Southern and Northern white students who had become

highly committed to civil rights, student government leaders and

Ccapus editors who had begun to envision the political implications

of organized student activism, students who had organized marches

and cse:'a:rs on disarmament and nuclear t gsting, graduate students

n toun w:ith the "new left" social criticism, and a sprinkling of

young people who had been active in the traditional left--wing student
usrscnd who had become disaffected witty them. These people

a .in common. a rense that the country need an organized left-wing

v. emnt, that a potential for this was present in the civil rights

an. antL-war activity, that students could play a catalytic rile

in its dceeooment and that action, although essential for creating

veen a. c.ang'e ,was not enough-in addition, there had to be

consci ous develo. ment of political analysis, theory and

actions against specific injustice were to be blended

ntO a gene Cal movement for social reconsatructi.
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D re rented the first effort tO unify the diver.se/tudent

activities s into a national or ganiza tion with a continuing

=°ro: its inception, SDS primary purpose was the development

radical movement which woid have significant effect

on American politics. Although its.founders and members were

students, their ultimate concern was not with student i::sues as

'uo but with the or anization of students for social change

in t he l.ar':er so cie

In its early days, SDS envisioned such changes as a series

of reforms whic: would result from an invigoration of tae democratic

processs in America. Such invigoration could result, they believed,

i i,, st, universities could become centers of controversy and

arenas for active discussion of alternatives to present policies;

second, if -r:h: aed the civil rights and anti-war movements could

succeed in activating large numbers of people at the grass-roots level;

third, if established reform groups, like the labor movement, liberal

organizations and religious bodies, would join forces with the

civil rig.t.s, peace and student movements to offer new alternatives

to the' electorate at the local and national level. One major hope

of many SDSers was for a political "realignment";, in which the

rsnocratic Party became the voice of the rising social movements,

andh conservative elements in the Party lost control of it. Under these

coniti ; majority coalition could be constructed

cb . would move the country away from its commitment to the cold war,

'thearms race and garantuan military expenditures and toward a policy

o_'n tarnational relaxation .f tensions, disarmament, and a domestic

a C1i fe.d' at ending ooverty and :racial iequali..y.

nadydition to these short-range political goals, SDS, at its

ooundin convention at Port Huron, Michigan in June, 1962, announced

n'er run vision society based on "participatory democrac-

"+ 1 "r -.- 1..I~ ".r r _.-- r ..1..':1 ..P ( }y_' J . .. SJ i & be _e..x_.0.
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u *ns and areas of common life. In a society which.
asC c , increasingly aca:X centralized, they argued, men felt

e a less capable of controlling the decisions which affected the;l
t y asposile, however, to image ine that techno o ical development

c tuaon couid. create the pOssibility for hwv forms
o .. decenralization and local democracy- in the neighborhood,
thne factory. theshool, she b bureaucracies The way to beginprocessc waes for diLs~n ac cd n ~eLe~ eo oogn

Lelves'and pr s h i nterests ~ --- '*.L)J PC :m in opposition to the power
- ouch local insurgency would have two effects -- in the immediate

period, it would l geneCratee a climate for necebssry reform o
n iJnl policy, wjile in the longer run, it would help people at the

ras-root learn how t o achieve participation, In the abSence o
such. reform and such part icipation, SDSers anticipat ed an acceleration
arms race, incCesing 

tendencies for the US to intervene in conflict.around the globe, increased despair and anger among black people and ther
Sr.ed oi antlasncreing tendencies by the authorities

to uti l:ize LaipuUl tive and repressive technic to anwer
ano. 

taoes-tic 
peace

1ue, in -the earlSy Sixtie, the primary thrust of the
' 5ucent movement was toward involvement in "off-camnus"

iu- , to b ure, a number of on-campus
c ad protests, but these mainly were oriented either toward

o, .:--camus events,. .Ii amn uS activisUs were interested in aspedts
fin .LV- - liN -' :,

e, unL Oit life; Losancen there' was iepedcnenwt

university administration "raternab1 -. ecloii i- m sy regarding student -
ay campus groups worked for the abolition

~ l~n~ ans on controversial speakers, and the
~3oor~.. cliica cubs on the campus. Another major

Snu" issue o that period was discrimination irn fraternity
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Un an' area f ill ;Of common lif. In a society which
ecigncrasing c centralized, they argued, men felt

;a lss; capaofe of controlling the decisions which affected thc
1_ w'o.ole , however, to imagine that technological development
ndC ass education could create the possibility for h-iw forms

of dcentrali zat ion and local democracy in the neighborhood,

d .ne factory, the s'Chool, te bi oureaucracies The way to begin
uius rocess was for disenfranc i ed and powe less people- to o rganize

.ves dr s their interests K$/zsk in opposition to the power u
C_ local nurgncy would have two effects -in the immediate

period, it woLd help generate a climate for necessary reform of
national pi Lcy, wiile in the longer run, it would help people at the

rss-roots ear how to achieve participation In the absence of
such reform and such participation, SDSers anticiDated an accelerating
arms race, increasing tendencies for the US to intervene in conflict
(a ronth glo b, increased dsspir and anger amon black people and the
dearied minorities, and increasing tendencies by the authorities

outil.ize ;anipulative and repressive techniques to m maintain pwer

iUs, in the early Sixties, the primary thrust of the
l. student movement was toward involvement in "off-campus"

i ~ ~ ~ ~ oe e -"% .'..._. '~ ~ ,J rl.h er!': e er e r to ben r .ure, a number of on-campus
i and protests, but these mainly were oriented either toward

-Capu eventsi o Campus activists were inte ested in aspedts
five by life; for instance, there was -widespread concern with

&ve.:Q it7' administration "paternalism"--especially regarding student:
ado o x prion. any campus roups worked for the abolition

censorshi the lifting of bans on controversial speakers, and the
o orgnize -po litical clubs on the campus~ Another major

-ncrus su of tt period was discrimination in fraternity .



reedom' in non-acaden ic matters--eg rules re' arding

hours,5 dress regulations, ar compulsory ROTC programs

S sD and other groups played an active part in organizing local

camp ains to reform these aspects of campus life, but in the period.

1%-1964 such campain typicay involved working through student

olernment ,or the use of conventional protest techniques--petitions,

rickets and public meetings. It is important to stress that, although

many students were :mia:& identified with the civil rights movement

and.sympathized with the use of civil disobedience and other forms

of direct action in behalf of racial equality and peace, there.were

almost no instances of disr'untivt) protest, civil disobedience or

other forms of- direct action on the campus during those years0

Moreover, it is probable that, prior to 1964, SDS andather student

r:dic als, considered that the main value of direct action techniques

a ams to d i.aaiz issues so as to create a climate in vhich more

co" e.tional political processes could function to achieve change '

Indeed, n - tuoent movement began with a very high commitment to

non-v:iolence and with a considerable faith in the ultimate ,:ao urkaili ty

of. con .i;.t;uion.al procedures in tis country. Vith respect to the

versities, although. SDS and other radical students had very sharp

criticisms of the irrelevance of the curriculum, the paternalism

of administrators, and the bland vocationalism of the educational

rocers, they also had considerable hope that these features of

the univerity could be substantially modified, and that the universities

could. be a worthy home for morally engaged and socially conscious .

The summer of 1963 may be taken as a high point of optimism

student activists. After several years of protest, a nuclear

:. s_.1bantreaty was being signed. The civil rights movement was

shout to culminate in a massive march on Washinyton with a good

ro oct for *pess e of me an i n ful national legislation An internation
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1( C.: o:: rfCorm and renewal seemed to be in prospect. For the
cvirss a consider able amount of tough work m d~

.Deanv prjce-ariual an effort to achieve largce--cale

o isati n amongNegroes in the South further, as a
result o: the impact of books such as Michaejl Haringtons The Othe

young activist cre fully aware of the :ervasivenes
o ec om as well as racial inecualityi SDSauring that 'summer,

r ' i ' C }ur iri n
to c consider the. desirability of mobilizing students for

commni organizations among'2 poor whites and other minorities, alone
th 'sme lines as the Southern civil rights movement had been working

"mon >oor \egroes. But this new commitment to getting off the camus
for o in poverty ar as was. seen in relatively optimistic terms

if the poor could be organized i their owU interest, then the
nuial climate of reform could be moved beyond the issue of

I6

)eIregation. and votin' rihts to. an effectiveEatack onIpoverty

The ne. id 'of onimism be an to end with the assassination of
wremduent Kennedy in October 1)6 Still

' s n 1963"-1964, ythestudn

1r!inthe higly commit ted effort to draw students

t okinthe Southern black belt, Appalachia
andi Norher urban slum areas Bthe summer of' 1964, thousands o

studentswere involved n such. activitie their legitimacy bolstered
scmewhaty by P .- ien't Jhhnson s announceien-t of a 'war on overt,

ss;,nea'irly one thousand voluntters aided in the effort
o i th i ssi. iFreedom Democratic Party in the processE

yu e many others saw atfirst-hand 
.

the character of' Southern repore ssion of the .Negro movement 0

f; _ ...- ''
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Ti summer cul inated with the Freedom Democratic

L effort to unseat the segregationist Missipippi delegaion

he : cratic Pa: ty National Convention in Atlantic City. Their

ilu. reend particularly the refusal of white liberal Democrats

o wholQ eLetedly sup:.ort the Missis&'ippi challenge proved profoundly

.iLuioning to the leaders of SNCC andto their black and wite
orters, who felt "sold out" by the liberals after having literally

. their iives in the expectation of success The Atlantic City

....r.mise seemed of a piece with the .skrsa reluctance of the

Or Government to enforce existing laws agimna protecting
civi rights workers in the South. The events of that summer

in the South led SNCC to a profound re-evaluation of its commitment

)o building a non-violent ; rassroots protest movement, since that

co:litmant depended on the belief that the national autioritiesvould
be repo ns ive UAnd suppoIrtiveof the movement. Just as SNCC's initial

program had sparked the wifrte student movement in the North, so its

disillusionment deeply affected Northern students, Neverth&ess

d;es;ite these events, SDS inthe Fall of 196LI4 announced. that it supported

inCol ohn:on in preference to Barry Goldwater,~and issued a button,

Sart ofthe Way with .BJ", which signified its continued, though

dati isillusioned, connection to convent ional political processes.

1e mssisippi experience was an extraord.ina'y one for many
ofL par c:ipats It .greatly intensified their feelings, of urgency

otu eematter o f uslce for Negroes; it also produced profoundd

nindifeence and superficiality of

noei a 1c lie. a Some veterans of M.isissippi returned to the

Juses .. Jia hei tened sense of the irrelevance of collegiate life,
a. ororadical commitment to changing the society.. They also

Stureed wi xi± strong convictions about the efficacy of direct

act-ion ea~.i confrontation fo2r brincing chen:e.IJ_

..
~ 
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-$r.CA r after classes began at Berkeley that Pall. the campus
eis of massive protest demon -s-u

s 180. .Lons culrlina~t ingar

.i__. _ arin:La_.-.Le .sit--in at the Administr tion Building,:
.. e.._:_ .:J ....." r ijn d a iJV'iy 'l "1'-_ jk 1 rAT ,n1 l treat 'c80 a. s ke h 11ntrea the Be~rkeey cae

elaa! -oin, it is important to stress that
esL -le ey crisis oria:inated in efforts oy the universit-y administrat ion

A prevent the use of the ca.mpu.s s rby civil rights groups to recruit
u s for off-campus direct action protests against discrinination
->y aea business est. is hm-er ts . The Administration s efforts

a ivt wich deeply etn dthe activist student
unty I is also.not accidental that the Berkeley protests were

dy b ysue! ississii veterans as Mario Savio, and that the forms

A .. ; theprotest greatly resembled the tactics of "putting one' s
O0 on the .line" which w .ereridel, used by the civily usue a..-L1rign'Gs movem ent.

he Beirkeilev events of the Pall of
196 ,re-resented the first major attack by the student movement

on university administration, and the first concerted use by

the ovement of techniques of direct action to disrupt the routing

orcess:es of the university. There ;ere precedents to be sure;

or e:axamlet in l962, groups of students held a prolonged lit-in

nAtheAdministat.ion Building at the University. of Cica.go
to protest alleged, university discrimination against Negroes
in the rental of university-owned housing; also, in the earl

Aiies stadoents at the New York city colleges staged a strike

o end e tat a a1iJ Coiiunist speakers on ne campus. nut tne
i...i.... . . "c iZ.AA±C ____ .,L_ Li; oc l Lear i ce

rotests in the intesity of its local and national impact, and in

challenging the existing structure of authority on the campus. AS

the cempus struggle. :ore on, it increasingly developed ideological
oAertones-- ie. that this was not simply a protest against particular

violtlns of student rights, but rather an epression of an undGe-ryiinr:

S t twe t t as a lass and t1e "miultiverity" J and its

d inistr .tion, a struggle between two fundamentally opposed interests

and orientation toward. higher education and society itself.
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: 0Berkeeystudent activists focu.ssed their protot
t;:o Ca:As)u an(d: sought to adopt the campus as a home. Their

( Z O[ ~t0 t he university were many;y still, the prevailing view,
°"-.J other studentt radica.L groups was that the univer: ity

a pe~ Ex2dg2tsmrnxeadth sdacby a nd
wh1; ever its faults radicals and activists .had a real chance

t a ain theircfredom and develop their resources on the campusA
hou hthe possibilities for fundamentally changing the university

i so ui Iromi the rest. of ine social structure were blight
S_ it s wortuho ork; for important -reforms that would'. incr;asce

uentID Ir~e enCLOm reakown student apat'"y, and keep the university
nsuof humnism ,s d: social critic sm and intellectual indepennence

J cL0erkeley events, marked the beginnings of a change in these
en t ien1:.The actis of the university administration suggested

studeitz activis s that even officials who employ "liberal" rhetoric
an av ;.e t records of defending the rights of Cissent were capable

cfrestrictive and coercive action under threat from outside interests,
/hatevr inclinations student activi_-ts may have had to trust university

'O es were sorely damaged by the Berkeley experience. In addition
Berk.ee.-y demonst.rcatad to the activists that the personal commitment.

courae.nd militance which the civil rights movement had called
oth from iLts participants, could also be relevant to on-camaus

issuesS .eF v e roerience indicated that major reform could not
e won wbitout direct action, it also showed that such action could

act.i:lly win. It i p iobble that one reason for the absence of
_ in .]"nces direct conront tio.n on the campus was the
v ;rbyu.d ct iv tSthat campus issues were trivial in comparison

-0 emSoutnern civil rights strugr le, and that the only way for white
tudnt.s to dipl-y their coriitment to. the movement was to a at off

t..h cps;, and put themselves on the line. The FS i showed how the
caXoiu . could become the front-line; that one could get brutalized and

r-ested within thefiG ivied walls; that a local campus uprising
-have naonal and international impact through the media; that -

a:u naped on the caspus rLeall~y mattered politically; that large
.. sof students were potential supporters and participants in

m-mus.. reformp i movements even hen militant tactics w re e cloyed
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desiCrLabSiLe to see the Berkeley events, and the opening

c.s O' Year in 165, as the beginning: of a new phase in the

ca.-.4'.n student movemtent. The era of' student participanioi n1.

the onutern '.civil.rrht m rovemcm t was drain to a close, and

c ro ;iitents were urging white students to stay out of their

eon ent ea work a ainst white racism if they really vantedC to

e .he period of concern with nuclear war nad culminated. in

an anarntiv firm a agreement between the US and Russia to stop

at osphEric nuclEar tests an relax tensions and. control the

oace of the arms race. President Johnson had been elected wi t.

a massive mandate to avoid expanding the war in Vietnam and to

e erve and exoand the welfare state program. The Berkeley uprisn -

had. ienthe student movemea t a new visibility, and. evoked, a new

ntret:onstudents and .others in university reform and eigentional

In this context, SDS and other activist t.roups searched for-

new pro amat i .reUction. The-recer ence of these groupswas

:_or wor'- 'n local urban situations in grass-roots community orbanization

";' _ th poor, end' the involvement of students in this nind of

atonas ~ste adily increasing jut .the war in Vietnam became

in:.esin:gly visible. In Bec ember, l964, SI)S broke with its practice

o_ concentti2ng:on domestic issues, by deciding to call for a

ti,-onsi student march i. Washington against the war, t o be held

in ril l96 U Six weeks later, the bombing of INorth Vietna

:,the Administration reiterated its refusel to negotiate

an nd to the war; anid. support for t..e April march bean to build

r il. As it turned out, some 2O.,O students and others participated.

nin:.at ocame the largest national student demonstration in recent

nary ndt i national-ly visible protest against US

;oicyin+iet.nam. SU- was catapulted to national prominence,
ecern wid. e doverage 2n the media; its membership grew very

pidly; ." by the end of the school year, SDS had achieved wide

e'coniti~onas the nationally organized. expression of the student

:ovement, MLe awhile after the April march, hundreds of campuses

nested ?teac.-ins" and other organized activity concerning Vietnam>
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relatively short t ime, tons of thou.smands of studenOts

.aOtaiec criticism of the Vietnam war, with emphasis

c .e histoical character of theY Vietnam conflict, on the .lck

r constitutional foundation for American intervention, and on the

al and p. acticel.. problems'posed by counter- insu renCy warfare.

It isfair to say that no sector of the American public was receiving

as auch information andi diverse opinion about the war ,as the student

bov .i, Vietnam soon become the central, over-riding preoccupation

of activist students New waves of demonstrations were held

in the -a.L, largely at the initiative of the Berkeley Vietnam Day

'oinaittee, and organized locally by SDS chapters and the scores

of ad c ,committees to end the war in Vietnam" which sprung up

around the country in the "preceding months. SDS received new

notoriety in the media in mid-October, when a proposal, then

circlaitig; amiong' the imembersip, to promote organized opposition

to the draft, was publicized in the pre.s. -Despite. the fact that

the: acr o. al had not been adopted by the membership (and in fact

las eter defeated), calls for government investigation of^SJS

:ere wdde s In response, SDS leaders called a press conference

in''ashiaston, at which they urged the Administration to provide

. n 'men with a choice between military service and peaceful,

conatructiAve acGivity.

The first year or so of anti-Vietnam war a activity was ma

char-.cerize by the use of conventiunal forms of protest, and by

e=iour. a eta ofc. debate ans dis~.cuion thr.Jgh sucn orms as

t os ---in A fow draft-e ds were burned, and some Berkeley students

tsie to block a troop train in September, 1965 but there was a

eneralcommitmet J the movement to "legal" techniques of Oosition9

or to symo-lic uses ofcivil disobedience in order dreaatie

m;i main act, one evidence of, this commitment was the fefusa.l by

.he'majority yoY D$5 members to endorse a national program o

-- o..'tion to the draft~-a program whose central point was merely

ntrease the number of young men who sought conscientious objector

ttu. But there was increasing disillusionment during the year

effiac of such protest ea , ,ch major march saw more and

or people_ paticipating but each march was shortly followed by

new;...calation of ih war. Many n t he movement argued that the

oain function served by peace marches was to maintain America t a image

democratic society which permitted dissent, thus allowing the
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or, civilian in Vietnam, of the corriuption and~ unersnttv s

,: t a Sfo Cuh Vietnames regime, of Administration failure to -seize

o o::2tunities f or neotiati on, and of the wae' s in which t'he risin~

cost o te warampered domestic reform programs ith US were

::iel discussed. on the campus, and served to continually heig:htenl

the urgency of the student opposiuionists,

In the Spring of 1966, General Lewis Hershey announced.

htat some students would have to be drafted, andi that student deferments

3 . 1.K

oul o be terminateed for.those whose class standing were poor, or

who filed. to reach a certain level performance on a soon-tobe

admiListered Selective Service Qualificatin Test. The reaction

on the campus was sharp and immediate. .Professors nroteste!r

s.,ai 5othe use o:f their grades for Selective Service purposes

LDC aouced that it would compose its own "test"- a series oi

S uLtions to be written by well-known scholars on the Vietnam

vorr'~and distribute these at every testing center on the day

the St was to be aofmistrred At many schools there was

a deteta'ly rising tension; many students became anxious oCue

the possibecity of being drafted, many were upset abort having

to co mpete with their peers in order to.avoid. Une raft, many

student a".d faculty resented the cooe.cation of uTniversitiesion

tedraft in supplyig class sandings andL facilities for

the® adinistratioJn ofL the test. At several schools, SDIS chapters

demanded~ that uniLversiti-es withold such cooperation:bm 1? inally,

at the Uni;o.sity of hicago, 500 students, led by SDS5, stayed

b:Vii ):rV thrth "e 0andi.>a1 h1lf.dys0 orSimi Vlar®. urtand osits

"JC clC C_1.. ovicOieco at in}resese ndeapaont the f-.

: r : fu1 J ' Ox a UJvo.% t rudiniystcaoils builde vandth

I 1. LO~1.

Cet ct: the co~ni~nfroon n develsouednt hebec studntosacotivst

an .+bi t 0rs1it dxnxtortos aactvely cou aouteratig ith
t .c ionetwit th withoitrstriorconulationulig on sents. o te

ocurdatWsosnCt olee 'elin olege and other

istiluthne. The hicfcasention ae ptedto appa etlylth first

toucheu csinliy efoUiersorttadinistrat ingasa andkele

firs tim. ta SSha tnertAen aedirect cbolsconttion ths

demanivefTit admiierstleation. The "anh 0eti-Okig" rtest thussianiied

th" r thehe "Benkeley"1t kindfChicr'ofo situation t 'o ,yother3? cIl apuse,

eerletecnrnainvelopn 1 eiwhngstudntoacftvist

eived university aiistatosys Siactivey coeatng ithn

ousd1.nce nopoiint tuden 9Clt ianterletsand undertaki

Berkely, th. hicgo stdentshaaatio empseted-to utilsetregulafrshnnt

to c-neteplc eoersrin i-n sa ekl

,: _:, m.
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iport2for. . the demands of -the prote:st- were evident 5. monV

.itin nt-s. And, as happened at Berkeley, the Ch:i.cc o
.er "ant.i--ranking" protests won immediate, widespread media

The h:cshco sit-in did not elicit punitive -acti.n by the
Un versLty adm_,..in istration the students eventually abandoned the

" uilngvoluntai~ly. Nor did1have an immediate effect on University
poi cy conceri ng the draft (although xp xsta the faculty Senate
voted to suort punitive action in the event of further disruptive

sta.{. a year. lter .the faculty council voted to end the
tr ansmi.ion of "male class ranks" to draft boards). But the

"nti-"ranirY actionss did spark a nation-wide debate on the draft,
^..+did ed ome choo .l to ::esuse to send class rank information to

draft board, and did help opularize the concept of refusing to
cooperate with the draft as a means of:resiting the war.

For S nDS these sit-ins provoked .a new s rategic -orientation,
anew phase in its development. This new Jaase was inaugurated

an:an SDS convention in June, i966. At that meeting, a new generation
o leader. bip came -into office in'-o:-, Cti-or- for the first
time since its formal on, SiDS was to be run largely by people without
nies to the orig-inal founders of the organization. . The "new guard"
wera stuants who had joined BiDS since the inception of jits anti-Vietna
prgam n who came from schools without kuch tradition of student

acti5vi. They tend'etco conceive of SDS as a stu dent organizations,
and believed itsgreatest promi se lay in reaching uncommitted students
o issus which concerned. them, rather than simply workin: against

or;awar. or work:ig on general political programs without sesiic
elevance r t e c.ampus. The new thrust was at first called "student
ynudicli-,m",. _term borrowed from the European student movement and

its trSdition f oanizinlstudents along; trade unionist lines 0
T now orientation represented a. effort to build on the ex-erience

o crkle,°a .s.n n'te "anti-rank" protests and similar confrontations,
r "o.kin1-for what eventually came to be called "student cower"- that
sornized student unions or parties working for such reforms as

te.. ition 0 ogradessmaller classes, greater student participation
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3 Urilec. It was not a prograI to di.ru:t the
yu ... ":. a effort .to increase the "clas:-conSciousnes

". c.L(O. - or. Dthe bureaucratic, machine-likoe quality
- J r.: b 7J~ 1 ~.C the cpten1 .is-tic treatment of students, and

. autLoita n patteo rn of educate ion which, it was alleged, was
t o ur O udent dicontent and- also produced widespr ed

l apathy and psity. To impleme t this program, S.S
Car ated a team of t r avellig campus organizers who ore to assist

n r n o_ C o.npters, aC as the yea r wore on, various forms
o "student syndicalist" activity did emerge. For instance, on -
Snum er of campu ses, SD loaders, .running on platforms advocating^ s

. " elected as student body prt'esia.ens Across the
cour there was en increasing te ago of demands for liberalization

1f Or ai ory .rules, of th grading system, for free speech, and the
.:E, T ase demands had .een building before i.DST new progr".mmatic

:u probablV the main effect of SDS was to enhance the skill
1t. : ich hee demand could be made.

But Stud%6ent syndicalism" was not a standevnlich SDS could
man-tain for v long0  Although demands for student nower were

cononant wih. xSS orientation to participatory .emocracy, they
seeed. -incommensurate with the general political situation, marticulr

t oni:'ue escalatiJon of the war and the intensification of
iac reoo..:Lon an he cities. Besides, many DS members remained

convinced that university .reform was futile; the universities
colla not be suihatantially changed until thea e was basic chan e
inthe society as a whole. Then, in IDecember, 1966, SDS members at
erhoely triad. to set us an ant i-drait literature table text to

S y eit tae in the Student Union A massive sit-in
.crise e._nue. as a result of efforts by the Administrat ion

ne -' ro -rcom the studentt Union. A month later,
SDS ers t Bown Univ~ersiLty organized. the first protest a. ainstS pny recruitse. During the following' Soring- scores

a U C. on CJnIC si.J-2ns occurred protesting the presence ofi CA and Do .recruiters on the camu s At Columbia aDS
sooerenae-in oh~sc .O batte~&>

1 /, G' i *d r 1.*

a-.,-. eirprCes a it Marine -rcuies

Thsntiran sit-is and the anti-recx.uiter demonstrationsr way fore 'ca to combine its oppo sit ion to the wa and
'_~ w itso intU,'A J ' approaching students on their own round

\J ~:WOZ P~2.idthse emnst'tionis had some disruptive effect
it chine by affec ting the s oot]ne s o i, cn

j?
- t-

Sprin ," oY .oI
'")~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -'i'ti ' i :! alr.s1L"- s 0 c Lr x
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do:L' tions could more c easily ] :ff'oct uncormni tteod

ci.. &cea theyreiealed the way in which the wear reached into

.. :i :es ; Moreover, these demonstrations could be linked

i.stu_. t.:over concerns since the universitr:_-mniit ,ary3: Si: connIectiOnsa

;rundana en without consulting: students, a irilor str e -OC

c cos3: _id :cs uno3ane irl.. even iOre mi3i t ant~..DoweOi nstrai. ons

ie t: all of 19c7 and the SDS-led protests agamst university

ivoIemci it in the Institute for Defense Analysis which culminated

in onuol-:A.:e" - : rebellion at Columbia in the Spring of 1968o

By 196'y-68, the organiza:ion of on-campus confrontation, especially

con cerng uniVersi inLvolvement with military agencies, became

a cenctalpurposeo±Lof After several years of oscillating between

.... :ity refor-~tudent power or i ing vs. general political issues

had. af leastc;porarly concentrated. on miob.L.Izing students

icr direct action on the campus when direct connections could be

peroeived between such on-campus activity and the generals political

problems which were of 1aramount concern to S.DS memers.

Eut, ,he reasons for SDS ay turn toward confrontation and

attcrk on university authority lie deeper than :its discovery of

new 'trtegic and tactical possibilities. For the history of

the student: movement in genes 1 and. SDS in particular reveals

that underlying the shifts in strategies and tactics and. in

the issues which motivated protest were morefurndamental shifts

in the wy SDS members snd wat. rh po litically active students .

eera;ly perceived authority in the nation and in the university

and the wayfsey deined their rel nation to it. What had. ha anned in

the:eight.y ..e._hue just briefly reviewed as a precipitous

ccn_ e c ree to w --i ti arn.cipants m nthe student moment

u1- o national autoriy and to the university.

_. two genera. ph ases o te movement--pre- end post-965--may be

t ai viewe,;d as follows: in phase one, the' student movement

embodied concern, dissent and. protest about various social issues

-- a.conWut of ac ceptaCe Cofthe leri-timacy of the Americsn political

conity =~_in general, . and especially the university community.

In thoseyars , e student movement agreed with the official
o onthait seCreatinand racial inequality were illegitimate,

ny studer n _a in the movement believed that the legitimacy
of thelexistin nolil]e1 structure was comoromised by the undue

in:uence ofeegreglationists., party machines, corporate interests

ad. te am.iitary. cey had. far-reaching criticisms of the university. [
)nd of other social institutions, But their criticisms were tyu-ica_ !
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o rected at the iailurze t the Aeric an political system and of

.... :':iC in-tiies to live u pto their official.ly.roclaimed

vaus 'Tus, des-pite their com fitment, radicalism and. support

r ivi. d .Cioeienc end0. direct act:Lon, the student actiVis Lin

the'itst hafI of this decade assumed the legitimacy of the b: sic

values =nd norms of the 'erican political community. AndCtespite

their discontent wit: the university, they similarly operated

vihin the context of academic tradition, end felt considerable

alleia nce to the ,values o ' the scade.iLc community.

The second phase of the student movement is one of progressive

det.erirAion of- the le-gitimacy of national and university auth ority

o a consicieraole number of young people, and especially for

etr ot .i' reasons for th~is process - f radXic i<; 'tion and . dudlir nn:
{ - 1C s ar 1// .

iicy Befo -e aooin so, roweve Ltis -5 Yw csoary ) rerL r

what is mowns aot0 e the ersonal backcgrourds and chaocteristiics

of tude activity. Scial spie invest 4tion ofo the, strident

ove *nt hasconcenptra::ted on uncpvrin d thase hac grounas/ and characters
sLaniaLug\er and'9/ e 6At ta we no hit is a ver:io n

n u de n theCnature o tio / 't ud/ent movement
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s rocess~ o~ "dlgti in and "radicalization"? was

d~uasl on, n it is pssible to list the key events and-

perAien5cswhch contributed to it en clArede~vt ci cC?~-

ourer~n ciV1 rights movement. The brutal treatment of civil. rights

orkrs nd Jegroes seeking to exercise constitutional rights by
Lovbern poi ce officials and racist groups was, in the eyes of

civil r-gts organizers and their student allies, never adequately

responcccto by federal authorities. Instead, the latter were

perceivedn as p rimarily interested in "cooling off" the movement>

rauerna in 3chieving ful imlementaion of the constitution,

s e Cve indicated, the d culminating experience in this

eK .fi ;cwas the fai lure by the Democatic Convention to grant

reco niition bo the i ississippi Freedom. Democrats, and the associated

;;zuwi n na y:2 bD rrom onent lietTral Deocratrs to wage a floor fight

a their benalf W These experiences were, directly responsible for

esuosacuent radica.lzation of the Student Non-Violent Coordinatine

"o" ~er po. ceof of -sandand t'teye

tGO :.ee sresoecial.y 4er .aaonmeno non-v silence andtheir

intee atin black ovier " r ather than int en rat ion) . The se events
iakged the bego nrine of the sham splsit etwen the student left

.no. e sneLtob liberal eauersip nds organizations, and disillusion n

r :w the iera that the eder! al government t could be a major aency for

protecu o rignts anct promotioL of equality and welfare.
2~ A econd source of disillusionment had to do with the experence

cvose y Jongvpeople who want into' poverty and ghetto areas as the

on overlyy" ce myaeu It ens immediately ap rent to these young

-b i 9~otricof w blc officials concerning poverty was not seine

w the tm amsive fiscal seasures needed to eradicate slue

re d litn5, prothide ull emsployrent and achieve equhaity in education.
..............de workers saw with their om aes the efforts by

;.K.5UfU.ac!L tao ate(tdn J-iln oTmtn:



e exiting oer relationship s, saw theo ero siLon o

se o "maimu feasible participation by the poor"I

ess. element a. C the new p programs, saw the continuing

as l.ousness of public bureaucracies toward the poor, and saw

ca pli~es being used to attack lej itimate protest activity

cromos hat ha emare on anti--oCver activities expected

tha th new Federal~ proLr ams signified the beginning of

S in reform r efo'ts, they expected thatth new programs

u d aclitate th political organiXzation of deprived. groups-

an.i<a"r 0 tee . b expectations, was a severe disillusionment

;.ve sw uggst.d the events at B 'erkeley marked a change

4e rcepiAo ofLJ university adm nistrators by campus activists

.n 1articulr admi nsCrators were now seen as actively interested

.- preventi g students f rom eff ectively organaiziJng for off-ciagnus

\ '.est,- 'as more respr'oniveCrO to political pressure from conservative

, s thn to student ts or to traditional pri coiples of civil

2Cr, and as d 2eviou end untrustworthy persons in hegotiating

uatLions. More over Fresident Kerr, in his book, The Uses of the

Jn versity suple ideologically-oriented .activists with an image

of the university. as f Ldamentally hostile to humae values, to

under aa edution as such, to interna.L democratic Iunctlonin!-

ndas necesarlJy inole primarily in Lservicingc the needs of

powerul inerestgroup Thecomoination of aculeprec

with uiver.ty authority at Berkeley. with 2c exposure to administration

se rocaimedi values helped to change the perception of the universe

an esennaly c ongenial i nstitut ion (ne eding. reform) to

stituton whose poriry direction was directly opposed to

n f"ets and values of activist and inte lectual stuen

K- :



ie Viotnam Occurred despite the camoain

v.. : 3.1. C.~i~ U orson1. LeocofuJ 1)o '- -- eace potest activriby had.cv LCD n 1Gy w c continuedto hardan while the Students

s u s a w a r o f u e c i v e r -s e m o r L e a 1 n d p r « C t :L c r;

- e lrom Vietnam Administration official
use to pcartic iate in cam us de at on the b r; hn

: r1 Ef :Co r the P;resident s poliCy were
*.J if 1. : oG a i./ .'0 icp. whc.mn ;uet nand political- no os grbul wericlchlymay i~:wr

the freuen insans ofgnr deditfjulnessL

i1 tcularly d~amiagin were

ieei LCV~nL ss on the part of Adlinistration

p e rcnch documentation f O
i s e U~c t U eti o n w a s , s e r-ti S -S scnointhe ombat situation

not tellinwS th t bLCi out the diplomatic situation
' c Man student S

r1as deply ab c - b the "precLbility hap" as tLh wee aout
he wa it el It dZG :J1G F1v l ' 1J /i ~ 1T.

rr . o n sa.f to re cou n t 1 d e ta i
-e ways in " rha VLe unarn war has produced an erosiOn of the

naional authority in the USy and gene-ate isi1iu

ni 
v 4nen i one '. i 1 -s -. 1i ot raen s of i fluent cin g p olic

vea p.rot&5t mounted attention of -itel1hctUas and

o e i ei by acaa emic inst iutions
- it mi~itry agenc:Les generally. An early

a h n' a aculty member at Michigan State Universt7
"L% JT n a.,_igence a encies in South Vietnam to bolster

Neor D~ - ~ni l~

oL ~ g o *~ m~ u o rtl yan e x t en sgi ve re se arc h-'th ra c i Z

_. Jcri in u A ,1°/clarfor e vas rubalilcized ac The 1nierit{a.:. ' .. r were G. .'. .:a w 'a' qtrC~ , "

~I

r C, /ic

-.' ~ r. L ~.C 
un 1' ~ 1 'li ro



S p of research in covert fashion by the Central Intei~i .eacr.

ni through -a variety of bona-fide and. "paper",

n nd the concomitant subsidy by the CIA of various

1iaborreligious and educational organizations in their

ov;"eras_ o tions .These revelations, plus the obvious fact

th :t major universities depended on Defense Department funds

r lar otos of their budgets, :aised deep questions in

teca.de.ic community about the intellectual independence o

universities, and of the scholarly enterprise in genera.l:o Ftor

student activists, they provided further evidence of ihe untrustworthiners

And bias of the universities, and, as we have indicted, provided

ec.:l.lent targets for politically effective protest against

univerit authority . The involvement of the universities

andt.e scientific anscholarly disciplines in the war effort

anC. vzi;.h the t defense Esabishmnm

.. ?:rzix.;x1. while continuing to rprocl.aim theIr " non-partisanshi"

u~t l itb.-and "pluli:. I h"s been a severe and continuing .

reason for the erosion of university autior~ty's legitimacy for

manmy students and academics; at the same time, the efforts by

* ,Cr t''ry ano.the.r )ove; reni et 'encis to make usee of the uni ve. .;it

ed ge legitimacy.

or someTears studc.ts ha.,eo boeen relatively immune from the

prticul;ry if they want on to pursue advanced gradiuaUe

uct.o/ .nc center. academic .creers. 2 s we have suLg.jested

by _ esento weaken in 1966, with General' Hershey's

announei-'ent of restictions on stucnt deferments. This announcement

cu t t on l on the possibility thatthey themselves

have to iartici)ae in the war; it also made them aw are of

t that youn? men were in competition to aroid the draft, nd

neL~ student sta-Gus hac. -rovictect them withn a specil porileae--

mo ths .OUa not.valab-e to most black yout 1 wit D~om, oIj course:.



ie it has been: .- th .( . ie \T ltnaum d.r3ft vt-iCh has a1)Vliena

J.' e of studentsv from national authority and the polLtiCa

rut, many ene rtained doubts about a system Of colmipulsory

.. ervie inasociey whh celebrated individualistic andJ- volufltari3ic

ue econd, many had doubts a'out the use of con scription for

a~ war ich had not oeen declared and for which no general mobilizatioi

had bee ruertaken Third $5ccourse many had strong moral objections

to ,articroation in or support for te war Vietnam in particular,

rto war in en :al; the Selective Service law1 s na row definitions

o' c nsienCitio9us objection, however, prevented most pacifists and.

other noGai objectors 'from achieving recognLtion for their claims

:f concien :ce0  Fourth, the legitimacy of the draft was weakened

, L"S admission b Selevtive Service, in a widely circulated

as c tht.V 'the threat of the draft w;a.s used t o channel2

- ;u :n~ into D.rt'iClar_ "careers, that avoiding the draft

+ + by leg itimate means involved a considerable amount of

s -ception as wefias deception of others, that in fact

the-very cour se of one 7 s-youth and young adulthood was shaped

and distorted. by eiher the fear of the draft or officially encouraged

calcuati n to avoid itG Fifth, ;any students felt guilty over the

s Cial advantages they recevedL as members of the middle class

and as students (;ut could not overcome -the guilt by volunteering for

c a ti c 4ounerparts had done in previous w'ar s, since they

were aiso morally opposed to the war) at the same time, other middle

CLass youts deeply resented the intlerruption of career and the frus -

of plans and aspirations wich the draft represented, especially .n

viy of- the fact that no adequate justifications f orthis interruption

niara provided, Sixth., considerable cynicism about the operations of he

se:e prevailed as a result of- widely, disseminated folklore about

~~hnoue foro evaddne, the draf t through the faking of me dic al

dsabo 1iesC, etc. Seventh, many young people resented the impo sition

Im
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aeedentirely u e ' . - -ueir On

wur~thetr reselteent was encouraged by the use ofthe

c0senes 7int, water consid.erable

a us and in the nati n aoout deforra of the draft
l y,.forite crcoatio 01 volunteer army, or

for ar lott eOry, 2or for oroadening the definition f

ob action were widely advocated by prominent political and academic
ana. ar 4.er a 'residents commission proposed the ambition

of defergents ad the substitution of a lottery (which at least
would reduce the uncertainties associated with the draft and end d
tie "channelling" function of selective service), Congress rejected
all alternatives to the present system, and instead, strengthened.
under:aduate deferments, eliminated postgraduate ones, and made
:it ore difficult to obtin CO status

ere is 1ittle doubt that the anti-war protest and the
, -n. Lr.ince and alienation of the student mloverentis

in large :easure Cue to the draft and its operations.

- f -eries of events w nave eroded student confidence
:n ati onaL authority, aI generated increased radicalism And militance

amon students has been the failure of the political system to
deal f ively with the problems of race, poverty and urban decline.

tuent i arg numbers saw the war as a major barrier to effective
action on domestic pro-oems; in aditJion, they perceived considerable

yocriy in the efforts of the government to "preserve freedom"/and
"pify" a .emote country when these goals could not be achieved.

.cu ldio t besc h e v din eic s cities 0 Fior white 1vist3, whose on inal interes
in social ac ilon had been sparked b-v the c gt.bo o civil riht moeet
inrea g militnce of lack youth created new probl s p. ;J: OOems, eSpeila1 ilv

(he to eb lli ns wer m t wt~. m ssve police redress ion. Fo r

'~y---~-. 4~-~ an u1L2.caIl choices had nairron4 ea.t
ha/C o 4J sa n wit black revolutionaries or remaining identified wt

?i
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tolity w cilinrsin - -lasbei-dined -a"co*lonin

j_'aure 1E-ck m 'i itnts . consantly, and understandably, chailen ;d.

te coc. iitanderiousne: of w'hi'tes wLo claimed tobe their-

alecli es; in this context, t tactics of v aggressive r tf. cCstanc

seemeU tLe on.y moca lly comCnsura:te response for whd'it r1adic l Jtuden

Tu for exa:mple. ati Columbia, the DS-.led. protest turned into

a serious effort to seize control of university buildings only

aferblck-tdetso: nl rorse ut tatthi. e w: ite stud ents

weepeprdt take~ serius~ actionLU.1 Siia vns occurrs On

ma m usesL and several l instn.ces of active confrontation of

po a e ::viwse students (especially the street--fighting which

occurred near the Oakland induction center on October 15, 196/)
e.ge jus:iCOi 'by participants largely as efforts to prove to

lack people tbat some v ites were prepared to be genuinely militant

and hence wo.:thy alls.2 To the extent that black-wvhite relations

i Anerica have the characteristics of a colonial system, then

.itis ov.ousthat lar:e numbers of blacks, and many of the whites

*.no aLO not wish to be accomeLices t' col.onia.ism, vaill deny the

e ed of 1:67, then, the following situation obtained

r

fo: husands of students wh:o had actively identified with the student

u'i test ovem ent:

IAThe e itmacy!of national authority and of the ooliticalL 1astem

haL een severely weekened oy the war, the draft, d the LOss o

CcLcJi t ic or A.innsUration spokesmen and the inability of the

system to deal ane racial crisis

B. euivesity system had also lost legitimacy in that Univer sity

.- Lority in ;wU'nuin the war effort, had themselves

Sun onsa. to student demands and tended to conduct business

as u.u. 'esJie tUe fact that many students perceivred a national

.11
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rtcurlytel DomoGcLrac Convention, as "rigled", wlith Little

rc' 0 I.n-.:u-'.ile- opin:Lon t ae reg istere.. Tne scene

toraic Convent i n and of course the experience of

hu o students in the streets of: Chicago, represented

an excraordinarily sharp CLamatizaf on

.............. ..o ~ne rie2~vanjces~ which have~i: een accuinulat.Ln~ a40n'

uL.U s-'Jvit ;s-t:ne unre oosivene ss of the sy stem its domination

by old and. corrupt politicians, the coerccion and repression of

dissentersf/ !J Theresul ofc the primary capinconventions

and...t.. e..ele3 ;tion............. c so. Gar convinces many students that

conventional electoral politics cannot be used to achieve reform,

and.( tha Ua er emr kssnizi theC0 de OCr atic

process, even in its most f ormal sense, has been uostantially

undermined. he recent HaLrris Po.Ll, findin56% o:L the puOlic

wising' they had a choice other than the three major presidential

caniCida.;es, is an example of the kind of datum which supoorts

:cecaavis-; a : na Lysis.

PrsidentJohns ons decisioni-otto run forre-election,

ano. tne open T I'ing' or ne ot .acions in ar-ts ,, offered a brief moment

0.2..1. .. Y U.+..Lt... :r.1A4 .42o ptmim - 2ri *-**ad m max'ha Thiese events

cts.ev.u L Lnteroretedc on the campus as a rather frank admission

t:4.,. .. a K. .. ratgn , olicies had failed, and that the war

cou d no longer oe sustained. Despite this, however, the ar

as continued w w the Administration refusing to take the

epemansed by the North Vietnamese and advocated by large
setin of his ty, many natioal opinion leaders, and many

useresina res--namely~ ithe cesstion of bombing- of

orthVie am, r students, a new* clement in the situation

s one a 1 toudaent ando. Other erments are no cc longer

us .e t hose woo now leave college or who are in the early

s dut educatione -J Sevral hundred thousand youn~ en



e .fou years in 'ici the campus moved. toward aCtiVO

t t th wr. In the early months o: 1968, a riCtion-iCLOe

a of "r r book hold on many campuses, spear

-aLl.groosU of students wr.o returned their draft cards to

t h e o ern.oent.ut include' a much larger groups of students

wo i me Dleafis vowiLng not to serve if inducted. ThousandS

_et the country for Canada; while a steadily increasing number

o _oun: men refused inducti n and went to ,jaill By the end

of .t& school year the Rarris foll was show ing up to 3C%

o: students expressin;: the intenti. n either to refuse induction

or o Uo Canada; uncertain campuses close to 50% of the graduatin

a id they woul refusee to enter the army, and. virtually no

one co id be found vho was less than reluctant to serve in Vietnam.

As e t wrting a series of actions by Selective service has

x de e inductionSele tivu of l a ge masses of young men from the pool

of June raduates; in this, way, presumably, a significant test

of t.eir sent iren s has so far been avoided

__ .nal enerienice of recent months for many students has

t' the Doli ce Even before the Democratic Convention

many thousands of etudent'bs had either personally witnessed or

had heard d.:.am.atic sccounts of instances o severe Dolice attacks

on student demonstratO These included the clearing of build n

"he i(.adison campus of the University of Wiscon sin and at Brookl yn

Col ese last October; the beating of seated demonstrators on t he

steos of the Pentagon in October; the treatment of demonstrators

at the induction center in Oakland in the same month and at the

h l " ^hall ction center in New York in December; the

-1 of the April 271eace parade in Chicago, and the clea n

oT£Dle::rawh Avenue in Berkeley rin dnm21y July, as wells the

Soous "husts" at Columbia. on several occasions during the spring

har n all of, these instances, unarmed demonstrators
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nwih batons. onthe heed, :Iamt a Ced, teargass ; edL and dral , Gged- -"- .. ':. . .. . lA . I- C i

y ic~ ' .In eaach (Vase , uilocent bystander swere injure d

a na- o evers we::e :mreseed with overall ferocity :0 ;ltiV.

.he pJolice attack it;h each incident, "movement!'partici ant

became i.ncrasiniy convin ced that the poli-ce cre being used

vo. intimidate dissent , that the pco. ice them selves were not ne(.ttr cally

enforcingthe;law butthat wden estrai'ts.' wereremoved, felt free

t' vtr personal anlimoitieson.student demonstrators, that no^viel

a ndp~as siveprotest activitywas e spciall- dangerous, since the

p:ice would then have free rein to inflict injury, and that if

ma.s de o trati.ons were undertaken, protective clothing should be worn

special easures s oul. be taken to red-uce the effects of enemical

agents and mobile tactics and barricades should be used to reduce

in jury. oreover, the calling of police at Wisconsin, Brooklyn

and Columbia created deep crises for the campus authorities of tnose

insiui:Lons, since in each case there was widespread sentiments on the

camous that the calling of the police and their subsequent actions

were extreme and unneces.;ary reactions to the demonstrations. In eachca

the ooice actions were _(_a_!.L Vwe_ y t2 et d aul" srieswhc

ten tO DE80--9Cg Jeff_1ecti ve de s aite the fact that the ma ;orss-~

.:.af_ stih'ersCLi1sag re' a with t n. tactics or aims of thne original.' dcemo r _ ;fJ
In short., the events of 1968 have generated a widV 1 es'p rad

mood J.fsavere alienation 05 L'iitoe rolticval system~ of resistance to

the draft o:f hostility toward _.s :'"c~i.orcea:1nt e gencies and of suspicion
a y tO. 0_rrb Ia ', ndf_ tc. J JL e1ls sor - i LI ' m im aboutll the - - ."

31razs ive re. arm arid democratic order rin the 'ocietyO

I s -

i
_. _ ..l
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. YS uaLr a (H storicae-l Section).

"-G ur bre overv .iU of thehistor of student protest un

+-cJ;~~ O: %1n eCJ in the conc ern of student s f or c ivil r gh

and her off-campus" .issues; it camiot be said to be caused- by

condidians5 snecific t o the university,~ but rather by oisconvenCu

2.Temvement2 did not, until recently, havecnfotton ih

,givendity uith;orities as its major pDurpose. de- tee-i -
0
.. lr

,~~den~'~ v ~cL'-d" fIned thr cniscons ca

a§munts Cof student loyalty to the& university, despite many criticistis

(I

3, Te mverien sirs u-k has inv ~ol ved working: within the mainstream

T..Ler:~o i. C starateguy of reform , and an aura of ou;timism.

her asbeen a definite. obvious traf formation of the more

&c elements in the movementm; t;heradic al ing~ now advocates

-~ ~--~'i cnr +-s~on aia eresses deep bitterness about

e 5d alienain from:, establo~ished institutions, norms, leaerhi

-- tyles This trnsoraton is directly traceable to

'. events over to pt five year s, events which have

drastcallyeakn-Cd the leg-itimacy of national and university-
1. - a 'o1 -.... --1_c- r sa a vOole. in the eyes

S dical s, .and also in the eyes of a great many of

-0- -ute vie o the student movementGentaile-cruev t

en a l s p r e v.n n

~ ~- ~ ~~? u~c s-n stleswhich it emp-oa~~es. The

mostdraati grup s o course, comp osect of those who -proclaim

arm ad: hoarcoineththe

_ T A a JC-. tJ- ntt ar

esa'lihe athriy and~ who believed in th e moral

and ~ ~ ~ ; - cia eesiyo irpin eknn n destroying

ituCtional frawO:or. of the .society Ui order to create
:s or a, new oi rd The majority of -ctivists

-_.i-"i0ntnr youth cd othe r s who are p oliticayactive , or

. oiaticai -y active anhose~ :eo are concernedL but relative-y

-C Ai"t if it is true that the course of history. has
a :e :t uirestlsyintooderte studepttmayas o it ist

- - r

cOL1c~ t s ot20c555Lno- true that one on preCdict -th br -
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an cnrotains lthough advocated byr radicals, areo very o ften
th.oc o Cynsaics w un wcn tekG rev-olut.onarie s-N nae niad.

itlto do or instancethe Berkeley uprising s off 1964 pre-date
the eyende of revo.utionary sent iment at Berkeley or el schere.

Cur'enanalyses wiC1 atte pt to differentiate "revolutiona. "

sfrom :the ma. of "well--m aninc:" ones are oveerly si: -isti.c

the Cistinctions are real, but th:&y are not nearly as discontinuous

as Jasuch r.Laalyses sue ./. J"r.: est

Si-n resoc- to violence: I violin e is def:Lned as actGion

re;.i..n in injury to persons or property, then the incidence

o:1 "_ o ene suirroiun.in' nthe tudent iovemnt has. or the m s

partS1 a.dto do with violence directed at students rather than

perpetrated them. On the.othei hand, will ng.ness to enga e
In ci~v'ilis.oo d1,.iec eno. irecu..i action demonstrations, hlas

e n.a essential caracter1-sic oi Uhe movement since its inceptiOn.o

huch acti e on esecially WEnI IU involves occupation o 1oL:Lic buil ings

ci dic..A O. o .. aopublic .lictionS has been the main orecinanU

ofohy sicalt on SaUtack nsuctens o oice or private citi J.ns P

( alt.ou there /ave been a number of violent attacks on demonstrations

'.J a r'Iul peacel and non-- obstructive character) Since l95
.. climate of .c.Linn iegtiuiscy of established authority, nas

t an ._-l ' increa: dc. ill ingness by activist students to consider

a.irescive ,sactics: which create disorder and increase the likelihood

of _o .ice force being employ L In the first phase of the movement,
noi. olencik ea .as its proclaimedo and dE.iCly felt erspective; in recent

y non violence and pas ive resistance have been consciously
anone brya .ro's in th movement. The concept of resistance

now inacudet radC:neSs to dirupt routine processes of intituions
and also a ediness toavoid a pasi.ve osture in the face o

_"o fc; . e ... t "on alinvo oo...in some cases wiiLinsnes to

nd tust n pulic uority andth apolitical systec.~m, the

econeq'ue~nce 0
e ir se Schfo1 r efied ieJ .eanSc top 5C ach2e .io n .td, i uenc
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ThE PROTEST MOVEiENTS OP TilE 190s

"The Rosponse of Police Agencies'

by

Gordon E.
School of Cinoooy .
University c CalifCrnia
Berkeley, Calif rn? ia 94720

A series of probleras confront: th person asked to characterize police

rponse to various protest rovrents of. the 1960s, In the first pace, the 

nation has a decentralized policing system co isisting of more than thirty-five

thousan1d septe agenies anid. jurisdictions. Consequently, at the .outset it

is difficult to draw an entirely accurate picture of organici national " rcspoise

to various social protest situationm. "The police" do not represent a corn

lte .InelithicA. L structure. T h e dif n ics be:tee agencies not only

in so and org ani atiaon, but a~SO in batsic philsohyan in administrativee

style." Surely, one can dc must geCneralize, but the character zatons dra n

cannot uccUratel a depi.. the TesuOnse of even ever l~rge Urban olice ooenV -v
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1960, and quite a different response in the same city in 1966. The important

ingrediecnt has seme to have been the differences in 'administrative style".

of either or both thec police chief (or sheriff) and the chief political execu-

tive of the city or county involved. It is true that there has been a "learn-

ing cycle" involved and that police agencies have often benefitted from the

it.

earlier operational experience of other agencies, Even here, however, it seems

apparent that the insight, philosophy, and style of administrative or political

loader hns been more important than the operational experience of others.

Another difficulty arises from the fact that the first eight years of

the decade have seen the rise of at least two, broad--based social protest

movements ; one coales cos today around the banner of Black Pow;er and the other

around the banner of 'End the War. Although those two specific protest move-

ments share a certain common historical heritage, each has given rise to dift

ferent formis of protest. In other words, thy foxm-the substance, tactics, an-d

strategios- -of protests have changed dramatically in the course of the decaie

In varying degrees, so too have the social and institutional responses to pro-

test changed. Unfortu nately, in many respect~; police agencies---the institutions.

which inevitably have the closest association wiith the social consequences of

chang--have been precisely the institutions wich have been most resistan to

chane in their cown o heratine pe de and administrative styles.

One explanaticn for this polic resiftance to change m iay be found in

the paredo.ica lakd of experience on. the pavt of mny police agencies in

dealing with instances of ease d onstraeticns. Despite the fact that poli e

agencies have historically beenr the firs t to be called in time of "civil tur

i ost pol icf gcnc wtsere fneriaece when confronted with the protest

the1vemensc or t enet e 195 s and 1ls. te only similar situations experienced a

by ol e, -l- -nci ;weestda -aroundsue s in thflpriod other

49i

arun hebal"l'..of'Ed tun~ tn !.c gi " etw seifc ^C "1Cd raondLtl G.+l.J* :i 'i mteua 1.
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1919 through the"late dopr'SSOiya S.e

and lacked the specialue_ "g"

top deal c ffcti fl-Y and air with the protest movements of the

"Cetainj ol er rn.epr cec in dating with the

t-roubi osa ta cti.CS of n-os, lcentdr zieladcvldio_
1 lne

- tothehexplnat ' c is theehIs t c a eai O f police
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tion to the fact that plc gn ?:aoenoe 
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1governmental policy, In 1931, the Wickershaml Committee reported on
r? 1

systematic police violencO in4 Ceitain locales.' The next year, in
the Scottsorco case. the U.S. Supreme Court documented a case in

which not only the police, but also the prosecutor, the trial court

judge, and the State of Alabav joined to dany constitutional rights

to nine Negro juvenile defendants. In 1936, the U.S. Supreme Court

found in Brown v. Mississippi that the police had used force to

extract a confession froma a Negro defendant.

Subsequent cases which followed Brown v. Mississippi not only

formed'part of the pattern of the Court's increased interest in

stateC criminal procedure, but they also formed part of the fabric

which served to d .c'n"?t official recognition of the fact that the

police lin at least sone locales exercised a systematic differential

treat .nt of e .

1., See, for example, historical mterials on the Pullman Strihe, the

HlaynarkL t Affair,end other classicc'" Ind'strral dispute's fro:

the lat 1300s to 1939. Concrniug the po]litce use of "Ii.ntitu-

tion.li ed'' violaec l, see William A. 'stley, "Violence and the

Police, 1: A s'cn Journal of Sociolcgy, 59:34- 1 (3953) and his

The Police: Soc.logical Study of Lw, Custom and MoralIty (un--

published PI.D, diseartation), lniversity of Chicago, 1931

2, National Cexmission on Law' Obs ac and Lnorceecnzt Report on

Lmwlossness i.n L. Enfor ccmeint, Washinv'ceon 3931.

3. Powell v. AL237. U.S. 45 (1932),-

4, 297 U.S. 278

5. See also Screws v. United Stes 325 US. 91 (1945) for what

Mr. Juscgc L)cug ais Called "a n shocki1: and rVeltinc episode -

-inn
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The School D segrcgatiOn Cases° in 1954 andthe civil rights

activities which stmed naturally from them also served, for the

first time, to focus public and official attention on the relation-

ship of police agencies to Negroes . a civil rights groups. Although

the police in many areas of the country may have, in fact, been

practicing a systematic violence and discrimination against Negroes,

the public generally was neither aware of thIs nor concerned about it.

It was not until the civil rights struggle achieved daily prominence

in the infctmati.on media that the public gained any information or

reflected upon the relationship of the police to Negroes and the

civil rights struggle. Increased civil rights ativity--particularly

the increased use of non-violent direct action and civil disobedience-

nultinlied the number of contacts between the police and organized.

grousL n:; .s .c' g e s oc:5,il chnges. Previously, the conctscca to~en

the lice p eand ethnic minority groups had beenf, in the bread view

cotat btweenCC poicVA agcieS anda indiVJ duas or' sml groups,

The civil tigh;uts strggl addC d a formal collective dimension to the

relation ih "pa, a nid made c the 4 .con td.cts 1: 5 or1.1 probfl uatIci n... many case..- 
,.s . . e , L i T1. :l 

h i t r r.t e N g o 1P !c . ha . e lev l , o
the°VoArC'' h ~ icf,1 .

ci I rights st:uggle can lgically h divided into thre1 main

pertuiod- ci characteL Rid -"by a act of explicit strategies and

.-_ - _tactics . The first two period> -the period of Ac-comacdr ion and

the period of Legali >-dAid not rphasizs s tratgice or tactics which

6. Brownx v.oard of Education, 3f7 U.S. 483.

7.In this regard, se etheec'15nt work by Francis L. Broderick

and !aurust Mlieor , Nero Protes t ouhin:th nemtieth Centu

Bbbseiu-ri.ll, Indianapol s 165£ ~- "''
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brugt g aup :o "proestosit physiaIl contact wi th police

agecies. It was only in thle Period of Direct Action--during the

lat-e nineteen fifties and sixties--that the form and process or

protest made these contacts between protesters and the police agencies

a matter of eamost daily occurrence.

Th~e do:nnnce of non-violent Direct Acti.on strategies dates

back to the sucesful Montgomery Bus Boycott of 195S,0 but there had

68

actually been some earlier experinentatien with direct action

methods,

Non-violent dirct action :received its next operational

impetus when in February, 1960 four Negro students from Agricultural

and Technical College at Greensboro, North Carolina began theIr ramous

Sit± -in at the lumch counter at the VWolwrth 's store* Accordin' t

oae.x, "The sit-ins produced tno unexpected results,. one a moveOce0..

- I

the other a method that would greatly augment the efforts of the

sit-ins."1 ,he demonctrt~ors 1invOlved subsqentytt' formed the

8. bid4. p x

9. Ma~tn () er an Ge Corge tLck A -arual for DirectL Action:

SThvan Taj'1 o Civil\ .P2 hts<' and Ali Ote Non~vi~oJlen

Prtet oemn Cs uaragle, Chicgeo, 1964; Louils B. Lcmxx,'

N , ro ;vlt S ne, York, 1952; md E.~. U. Essienl-Uoml

1952, See also .historical materials dccilinp with -Mrcus Garvey' s

BicA to 5.iWc3A Move nt"C of1 Che 1920sA Philai-p andolph sj~i

attcipt 'o organize the tMrch~e on Washing3$tonf ove wnt , ~dspc

medic Use e: direct tcticn bv1 'th Concress of Rae.3 oe.It

10. Lat oja, cit Ct Tn 11, p. 139.

Iii

I . 1 _________I

__ 
fl
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S~'ia ~miln o~dnasgten te ~ .Ten.eI

from the Greensboro -sit-ins.~ ~What did stem quite naturally from

the sit-ins, however, wa the increased- emphasl upon non-violent

dLoirectiLonl. In ract it seems ar to saythatthis wascthe

II
real organizational and protest result of the sit-ins. In addition,

the "success" of the sit-in encouraged youths generally to take a

mere active pert in the protest movement,

In the course of the sit-ins, as thy spreadthey naturally

became the scene of confrontations between not oCnv the owners o 

establishments and the students, but also the scones of confrontations

between the police and the students. In Greensboro. Nashille, an

other locales, demnaor'n"" cmplained no VOn'y that %he poUlice

as white yoth LI' nd otersi-o taunted and physica-lly~ )busd the demon~

Cautio !d thatm'tho dmy:C;r &hould' yn emndrc or doerredt

eJ1 Li - 1 h i': «'"' 1T t1' a : . 1 ,

1i '

should bec-t the rain target of protest, Spealing at the founding

bo ntion cf SNC.C., John M. Laso, :, stato2

l11 Actually', there had been nu .rous preodc-ap: na

ha t.* t oies v"p :

II

thed b.. c. tin Lther o jro v Spe Jr- r i 4a a st u- 8OLY :« .l'' y:'

4oi) .i C .osl Jip a.:.. ... i 3 "4, '1_ '.±f

C:C11p3-Yiy

114 c4. 1 y, tio~l ha. U~~d!2;::... o"' p " viou c rI III

of o eI' ,c.b e~, t i.. lY k a n. .t 1 n O
I O L S IL c ! : , ,'! ' a i' V~ t o i -a ). ? t ' ei : l .
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Police partiality is not the issue. Nashville

has been considered one of those 'good' cities

where racial violence, has not been tolerated. Yet

on a Saturday in February, the mystique of yet

another popular myth vanishd. For only police

permissiveness invited youn g waite men to take

over store after store in an effort to further in-

timidate 'or crush the 'sit-in.' Law enforcement

agents a1ccu.stoed to viewing crime, we're able to

mark well-d resssd students ielting to make purchases,

as loitering' on th' lunc-cunerstools, but they

were unable even to suspect and certainly not to see

assault and battery. Thus potential customeTs

quietly asking for service, are disorderly, breach"

1.?g the _ poacc, In 'tug criot:?D ;;ile swa gger'~n>

vilifying, vioenilt, defiant ite young teenage

are las; abiding,; The pol ice of the nation have alwea

wr'ecke.d bruth iiyupon minority_ :y groups So our Nash->

vile e'poriten:'.ce ics nothing rne,'9 or eve.1 runecectod.

We hold nohi s' againstt !h:ehard-pressd o.ficer.,

Such prtiality, ho'er;, is syiptomatic of the dia g..

1(. _I1.a£1._.Y1vitai{ ble by.:+'odui.: .- anothl~er means

o.. avoing t'. he- incountQr But the esitain1 does not

Lc h
.'ntend. . v. iou' n ,.esl.'h 1i2% Li .';/ietheis)?"ue &~n

12 r rc oIi4 aa';'. - - ,o n. cik tr r I 4 . . 2...76 t ~" j
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of S.C.C. were concerned, Negro protest movements would not be

deterred frcm the 'main target, despite the fact that police ageneces

repre3sentd to theom on~e of the major tol of anmt i-Negro segro~

eatioenists.

" 
I

Under Christian non-violience, Negro studetCs

reject the hardship of disobedient passivity and

fear, but embrace the hardship (violence and jail)

of obedience. Such non-violence strips the segres-

at

gationist power structure of its major w-eapon:

the manipulation of iau or lau-enforcement to

keep the Negro in his place.

Clearly, th re was recognition of the at tact increased civil r3Ahts

activity" wid bring dtoonstators re frequntly into Conta.Ct with.

police and other law enforcement agencies,

The NA.A.C.P. , responding to criticism directed at its

'C9~ra 1E lac endorsed tes1tudent Si-ii

novemt;53l Inl MaichLC, 1960U VRoy< Wi.lkins tonounce "nn lxpandOd

rai2dfsv~r".:'{ cy b :yh TofACo'edien18ltF assviy u{1t. te.ll of2C

4 The or e1 al boed orso tn rrSu ot arvrote scccth s e-

hcapto th N.A.A3.,:q ins tc u11y t uesponfobse frcsbcin

e tolehon calls to C,0 Risl s e Yo office and to oth

cavid cilhts rihts -. rganiztin foupporyt Lthe uts hd t 1rogh

ac~vbased c lvirigh(ci~ion0r4-nirvaoresIfreqnct y toontct wih

m_,
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fused to serve Nogroes at their lunch counters. Despite this en

dorsement of "direct action" by the N.AA.CP., however, the Rev.

Martin Luther King Jr, and the students who took part in the

sit-ins and who organized S.N.,C. remained through 1960 the chief

16
proponents of nvn-'viole'nt direct action. In the spring of 161)
however, James Farmer, C,0.R.E.'s national director, organized the I

"Freedom Rides" to help desegregate the bus tercmir'ls in the South. -

As a consequence, C.D.R.F. became for the first time one of theI

17
natIon's major civil rights crgacnizaions, The Freedom ides

I I'
catul Ct. .O.R.E. into the foreront of the civil rights :ov

at the sme time as the violence ich was inflicted upon the i

Freedom Riers was displayed in the press and on the television

screen.

Police arrest of" agitators" took place at several locations
I " t.. .- .c i . Ji . ..

Violence also erupted when white mobs at'Lack.ed occupants of the

Freedom Ride buses at several locations. No erarests were nat of

any "loca" resident invoed in these ttcks. The r:t"ost vP'ien

tool; place in lirminghsm, -whr th p o1 t lco wt>r' consicuous by heir

c in uin this"r episod7y~e, the U.S, Cr".ision on Civil

i jFr Sundty, 1 Iy 1, was a:d' h chr ou h to

be burned into B i.inghi's consc c ear and

-15 orikand civr, on. cit., p 221-7 .

17' Ibid.

I. _- - -- - - - - -n
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hatred did stalk Biriin ha ts streets yterday

_a. yesterday hoodlums took over a section

of Birmingham. They clustered in small groups,

they drdve around in cars, they all but swaggered.

They wore not afraid, they were sure of themselves,

tey knew about the 'freedom riders' and the buses

they were supposed to cone in on, and they had the

place staked out-both the Greyhound bus terminal.

and, a bit more than two blocks away, the Trailways

bus terminal19.

Others knew this situation existed, Comissioner

Eugene Conner apparently ?.now it. He was on duty

at City Hall.

This newspaper supported Eugene Conner for

police cenmissiolner .

-The B3 d nh22 Eel ice De lrtnon t unde r M.ConTXOr

di not do what could have been done Sunday
~II.

The people -and their pol i.cc"-p"e uitted

ieaa nd hate ton.e our suDC e.

IL... dot ' " . --.. .- ---.. -- i ' . f. 1." '3pt. . <t .! £.. t7 .? .t.."! c

13. Iraticiny, ti.s was an ir onic rere to a series ritn P

year previously by Harrison Salisbury of the 1 Nw York Tes~

In that serieS, Sa lisbury had written that "fear and hatred

staked thU. e store ot Ci R3ninghs p At that time, vlhad

. :' Y-..i. R.. laain. Arv.... w a aA'.-'.i. .. a . N':-wul... _. :.. .. ___ ,.

V f '
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Today many are asking 'here were the nlice,? 2 0

Police Commissioner Eugene "Buli" Connor las confronted by

the press and gave the following "cxplanation" about the circwnstan.ces

surrounding the police "absence" at the tins of the violence,

II I regrof: very much this i ncident had to happen

In Birmingham,

I have said for the last 20 years that these

out-of-towrn rmeddlors were going to cause bloodshed .f

if they kept meddling in the South's business.

Ith n a Snday, Mother's Day', we

try to let off as many of cur policemen as O poss

so they can spend Mother's D y at home with their

1 f~ail ies.

"igot the police to the bus station as quick

as we possibly could.

The one circuw1sta1 !ce which was cor.on to the violence inflicted

by the lobs on the Treeden Riders1 was the open collusion between ih

police and the mobs . Vsilnce too: pLace in Bir'm!in ighamf, Monictomry,

Annisten, rnd on the higinMy between those p ± *.:1 ices. and in each case

the police weore contpicuous .by their abzo;nce or unwillingness to

protect the deonstrat:s. Among Other? evidenc, the Civil Rights

Comiftssion qfuotedi a M~ontgenery detective who told a ''local" rc 1 JtO

that the Montgoemczy Police Danent 'would net lift at finger to

pctect tisi group (theFr.dom Riders].122

20 Ibid., pp. 30-1.

21, Ibid, p. 31.

22 . y . 1, 44i 186 n 1

_ _ __
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Th experience of the Freedom Rides focused attention on the

"proper roe" of police agencies in situations itvovin'!g civil rights

activities and non-violent direct action. It called. attention to the

fact that. the police'oppoi.tion to both the tactics and the objectives

of civil rights groups .could take two forms: either the direct in-

flicting of violence upon the demol3strators or the more passive

failure to act and to protect the demonstrators in their exercise of

cconstitutional rights. Neither case, the consequence was the same.

For the demonstrators, it made little real difference if injury was

inflicted by the policeman, himself, or by a bystanders t who was

allowed to do the damage by police inaction.

The Civil Rights Co missionn Report emphasizLd the importance

of the police leader ship and pointed out the fact that in other

situations, the police had. acted properly. The Report recited the

expeArience in Atlanta, New Orleans in 1.961 and the 1959 civil rights?

activities in Little Rock; in each of these cases the police had

broken up wh.te robs which assembled to attack civil rights demon

strators.23 In each of these caess, poitical leadership had deter-

mined that volence would not be tolerated--or encouragcd--and police

l.adrship effectivey implemented these decisions 24 The1Commission

sume rid the matter in the following words:

23. Ibid., pp 86~S.

2.In at least the case of Atlanta, the police chief (Herbert Jen-

kins) participated in the decision that. the integration cf schools

would be peaceful, See: George Mc~fillan, .ith& the Police on an

ntegrated Job," Ii fe (September 15, 1961), pp. 35-6,
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Most policemen deplore mob violence, and when

it occurs, try to arrest the assailants. But there

are exceptions. In certain areas of the Deep South

some policemen have recently connived in mob violence.

This official involvement in mob violence constitutes

a denial of equal protection of the laws and is subject

to the penalties prescribed by the Federal Civil Rights

Acts, In concert with previously instilled suspicions,

it also has the effect of perpetuating deep fears among

many Negroes that should violence strike, the police

will side with the mob, No American citizen should have
2

to live wit such fears.

There is no nocd here to repeat the story of Birmingham in the

Spring of 1963, or to repeat the details of the spectacle o the con-

fronttion Ueteen the Birmingham Police Depart ment and the Negro

demonstrators. The point should be made, however, that the episode d as

irrevocaibly iinwressed upon the proceedings of the public ine&libiv

described for the public by the information. me ia. Television, in

particular, was responsible for displaying the C.ma the brutality,

a and the athos of Biringha C Theodore H. White's discussion of the

political and social impact of events in Birmingham is probably the

most Iiorthw'hilo reading on the subject. A White explains:

TV does nothing better than spetale-an the

spectacele it showed the natio.. now, day after day

entered every Negro home and most of the white.

25 S Comission on Civil Rightsi Report, op. ct p 44

Ii , -
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homes too. Fifty or sixty people were being arrested

in Birmingha every day, but they were mainly adults,

not students. Now television, showing the draza of

heroism, began to stir the Negro youngsters of Bir-

mingham, too; and as the students entered the streets,

the Biringham police and Bull Connor wore suddenly

faced with a problem for which no police manual has a

solution. On Thursday, May 2nd, 1,000 students

marched and wece arrested. The following day, about

500 more. The f dlowing Monday, another 1,000. By

Tuesday 'That was the day the jails were full with

no place to put any more,' says King--the si tuati ocn

was beyond police control. Five thousand students

demonstrated; since there was no place to jail them ,

the police attopted to disperse them- -.wi th fire

hoses and pol ice dogs.

The police dogs and the 2ire hoses of Bi. minghem

have become' the symblis of the American Negro revo-

lution- -eas the knout. and the cossackzs were sy:hols of

the Russ in Rev;oiution, Tmhen television showed dogs

snapping at hu:;an beings , when the fire hoses thrashed

- and flailed at the i;ouen and children, whipping up

shirts and pounding at bodies with high pressure

stres poweful enough to pool. ba off atreeth

entire nation wicdas the .oosrtr winc2d

26. Theodore H{. Thite, The Making of the Presideint, 1964 (Signet Edi-

tion) , Atheneum, New YOr{ 196 p. 206,
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As.Bayard Rustin stated, 'For the black people of this nation
. . ,27Birngnham became the moment of truth.' The spectacle of the Bir

mringham Police did much to radicalize persons formerly uninvolved and

uncommitted to the civil rights struggle. Demonstrations followed in

cities located in virtually all sections cf the country. In Miay and

June of 1963, demonstrations aimed at a number of different objectives

broke out in the following cities: Canbridge, Maryland, Jacksonville,

Memphis, Baton Rouge, Charlottesville, Sacramento, Detroit, New York,

Philadelphia, Chicago, and San Francisco, In the ten wecks following

the close of the demonstrations in Birdmnghan, the U.S. Department of

Justice logged 758 demonstrations; according to White, in the summer

of 1963, there were 13,786 arrests of civ1 .l rights demonstrators in

75 southern cities, alone.

According to the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. , the events

! . 29Iof the summe-: of 196 needed an appropriate climax. Tnis came to

pass in the March on Vshington which was held successfully and without

any marring incidnIt; on Augoust 28th, More: than 250,000 Oesns journyed ! I

to Washingto ~.to partic ipate in the March, culmintingi n the 'now fmu

rally at the Lincoln Memorial.

Rev. King gcr1.\ied in the !radianceand the success of the March

on W:ashington. To himi, it seemed clear . at. non.-violence head pointed

27. Bayard Rustin, "The Mcening of Bimnam," Lib'etiion, Vol . 8 -
(June, ;163), p. 8,

28. hito, op. cit., p. 207.

29. Martin Luther xing, Jr. , IEy' ke Can'V t iait, New; American Library,

Ne~w York, 1964, p. 122.-



the w;ay of the futuro, not only for the Negro,* but also for all
.30humanity. Others were more skeptical, not about the success of the

March, but about the continued appropriateness and efficacy of non-

violenco. According to K-ahnf and Meier, the nine months following the

Marc on ashigtongave rise to a number of diverse tendenies in the

civil rights movement. I t was a eriod of "t re-grouping,"~ for cno

lidation of gains, and a time for general discussions about future

courses of action. It was also a time for the more militant partici-.

pants .ni tne civil rights struggle-inTcludingf the totalitariani left--

to challenge the effectiveness of the leadership of established

organizations.

According to Brorick and Meier, widespread discussion of the

possibilities: of viclience di d not take pl ace until 1963 when "span

taneous violence erupted from Negro onlookers or demonstratorss' in

Birmnham Cam~bridg, anid Nashville. A year earlier, Robert F.,

Williams' had written eoes*Jt Guns' Lhch descri.bed an "'armed

self.-derensc' crniato in Mnron, Nort Carolina. From 1962, when

Williais' book was pbished, the specter of~ potential violence been

to takeC shape The extetrt which "ateaivyes"' to nonvolence

mi ght erut. in futur dct "action prorar can be seen when one con-

siders the vicu.s expressed by John Lewis, then chains of S.N.C.C.,

According to b.e~mlS

30. bid , p. 1E2

31 on Khni and Agst Meier, "R
0
centj Trend; in the CSiil Rihs

Mrvmnt," Now Poitics. Vol. 3 (Spring 1964) pp. 34 5

33~ Rlobert~ F'. Wil.iams~ ces.W..h.Gun, Ma:rsani and :munsellI Now-

1ork _ 2T
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The shedding of blood is not a part of our frame-

work; it's not a part of our philosophy, but I think
that wheni we accept non-violence, t say that it

is__neLS n1'Ceof violence. We say it is the present

assumpticn--m uch more positive--that there might be the

shedding of blood. You know what Ghandi says: 'If I i

had the personal choice to make between no movement and

a violent movement, I would choose a violent movement.'

In S.N.C.C. now, there's a growing.-and it's

growing fast--trend toward aggressivee non-violent

action.' You no longer wal: quietly to paddyw wagons

and happily and willinglv go to jail.34

The doctrine of non-violence was, in the *months and years folloing the

March on Washington, to be increasingly challenged and tested. In

discussing the tactic of non-violence, Bauard Rustin spoke of its many
dangers. In his view, "The greatest threat is that violence which has
been smoldering beneath the surface for gnerations will inevitblv

manifest itself."5

In the months which followed the Mrch, civil rights activities

and deconstrations decrca'scdi in nber. InFerar 1964, a direct
action program was undertaken in At]anta; rent strike and school boycott

campaigns were undertaken in New York; ACT, a loosely cons tituted group

became more proinent in Chicag'o and Chester, Pnnsyllvania. Voter

34 An Iterviewith o Leis: The C.in of SNC,C. Discusses

the Nero Revol; Its Prh3 es and Prospects,' Dialueagazine

35Rust in 1oc. cit.
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registration campaigns were organized in Selma and in Hiatticsburg,

Mssissippid; a mock election was held for "governor" in Mississippi.

In some of these demonstrations, violence erupted b)otween the decmon~

strators and police. A threat to disrupt the opening of the New York:

World's Fair in April was made by a runaway chapter of C.0.REL. in

Broo~hiyn.a~

Perhaps the biggest, most deliberately organized civil rights

demonstration in the year foiaming the March on Washington tookZ place

during the Republican National Convention in San Francisco in Julv,

1964. This was the convention which was to nominate Barry Goldw.ater

and anathema to the civil rights~ mvement. 'wo m~onths prior to the

opening of the Convention, C.O.R.E h ad amcunced intentions to stage

miTLlitant: demonstrations at the conventi ons of both political parties.3

F I 1

The annouceaent stated that thesreparticular deSontrations would e

the- focal points of a "long, hot sum mer"r of civil rights activities.

As early as March, city official i Atlantic City had exoresvserd concur

about the potential "riot" which might develop from C. 0.R .. s xp ed

intentions at the De:mocratic Convention in August.3 The biggest demon-

strations wnre planned, however, for the Repubdrican Convention, for

Negroes aid other civil ris ts workers xere convinced thCy had been

"locke cuut of the Rpubiocan Convention,

36. In the face of this threat, the New Yo rko City Policc Dcpartaent

a ranaean otin ciyslwhih won alost imivor .l accli. rhth

cexcn ple, stated: ns ve r has a finer police Mo lizatica t en J!

Place . .. " Whi te, op. cit, p. 229.

37. New York Times3 May 4, 1964, p' 1

TT-h e rI
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The Convention, itself, took place at 'the Cow Palace in Daly

City, just south of the San Francisco County boundary. The Sheriff of

San Mateo County and the Chief of Police of Daly City, who shared

police juri5'diction, appointed the county Undersheriff--or assistant

sheriff--as the Chief Law Erforcemen't Coordinator of the combined police

forces for the Convention. This officer, Wesley A. Pcaeroy, brought an

unusual acdinistr'ative s tyle t o the task of planning and acminisitering

*security services for the- Convention. Undersheriff Pomeroy and his

immediate staff conceived the police function to be essentially that of

keeping the peace and protecting the .security of the numerous pcublic

officials who would be attending the Convention, In Pomeroy's view,

the strategy of the police should be to serve as an interface between

not only themselves and demonstrators, but also between the demons't-ators

and other antagonistic or rival fac'tions. In Pomeroy's view, the police

should serve as mediators between conten'ti ous groups .3

Pomeroy and his irmediate staff initiated contracts with C.O.R..

and other demonstration groups . They provided mops of the area and

discussed traffic patterns:. In conjunction wEnth representatives of

C:.O. R.E,, arcas ins ie the pe rimete r fence of the Cow; Palace w;ere set

pH

asi de for varios demons tration gro ups :C. 0. R.E. , antj -wrar groups,

39. For a case study of the Conventi on, see: Gordon E, Misner, Police-

Mnority Group Relaetions at the Cow. alce: The 1964 Republienn

Nations 1 Convention, Center for Plnnn and Deve) lopmnt R eareh

University of Californi a, Uerkeley, 1967, 205p, App. See also

Joseph Kimble, "Patience and Plannig, th Ky to Controlling

DOemonstrations," L- and Order (Septemh 196-r 5).

II
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Young Aericans for Freedom, etc. In meeting with representatives of

civil rights groups, Pomeroy gave assurance that if arrests of demon-

strators had to be made, there would be no rough handling on the part

of the police. In other words, he promised that there would be no

planned" or "institutionalized violence" used to effect arrests. 40As

a matter of fact, a policy of "no arrests"' yoved during the course of

the Convention. One of Poneroy's principal assistants described the

policy in the following way:

We had decided to consider all this as similar to

the conditions at a football game, where rooters are

not necessarily arrested because they tear down the

goal posts or are drunk. We treateci it the same

j {yyW~iq c" c"S 41way--no arrests. 1

The policy and the .strategic s developed apparently worked for the Con-

vention was not disrupted, constitutional rights had been protected by

the police, and not a single arrest was made during the course of the

Convention, rot even of a drunken delegate.

On the eve of the close of the E epub lican National Convention

violence erupteCi in Harlem following the shooting of a Negro boy by

a policeman. Shortly thereaFter, vieolee erupted in the B' lack cLmmuni ty

of north rhilacelhia. In 1965, rebellion erupted in Watts and other

communities, In SuccCssive years, the nunber of these civil disturbances

has in creed, During the same period of time, the thrust of thC civil

right srg has been blunted, and foi is, of protest have changed.

40. M'isnor, op. cit., pp. 121-2.

41. Kimble, op. cit., p. 48.
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Student di orders, the ascendancy of Black militancy, and the growth of

anti-war sentiment have altered not only the social issuese, but also

the potential efficacy of mediation.

Since Watts, the attention of the police has been directed away

from the development of methods for effectively dealing with mass,

peaceful potests and toward a primary, more immediate, goal of controlling

or suppressing outbreaks of riot or civil rebellion. The ways in which

specific police departments have prepared to deal with protests or

rebellion has depended almost exclusively upon the administrative style

of either the chief of police ore the mayor of the city involved. It

seems fair to say tha.~ most agencies have tended to emphasize the acquisi-

tion of niow hardware and armament, and the development of: improved

military skills. The exceptions to this approach are conspicuous. The

explanation s;eems to lie in the increased ;ublic fear of at least certain

types of urban violence. This fear has become easily transmitted to

governmental. leaders through the political process.

In his last paper, the late Jooeph D. Lehman spokce of a rather -

wi despread inabilit ofth police to differentiat:e between types of

prts demonstration. ns. He stateed:

Tnere is a ,strctcural deficiency in the police

* systems in the U.S. which makes the interventions

of the police conducive to coI.lective overexpressions

- -- cof hnosti lity . . . rather than the containmentt of

individual express ions of hostility and/or violations

of the law.

[There is] ... the widespread disposition of

the established authority to blame t roub liake rs , to
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